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(EDITORIAL)
WILL ENGLAND KNUCKLE’

If yesterday's session in England's Parliament was a pep
pery one it should have occasioned no surprise for the Man
with the Umbrella certainly had it coming to him. If there
is anybody more thoroughly disgusted with the progress of
the war than the British people themselves lt would be difficult
to locate him. It may not be the fault of Premier Chamberlain. and it may not be the fault of the other dignitaries who
are ln charge of war affairs, but whatever personage, or what
ever faction, the woeful truth remains that the Allies have
thus far been outsmarted and outfought by the Oermans,
who would seem to have some basis for their audacious and
taunting claim lhat they will have Great Britain on her knees
within eight months. Tlie calm desertion of the Norwegians
has shocked the whole world, and alienated the support of
mllltous who have been whole-heartedly behind the Allies
since Hitler's mailed fist struck its first blow. The act. lt
must be sorrowfully admitted, was characteristic at the Allies,
who had already deserted Czecho-Slovakia, Poland and Fin
land, and whose promises of support have nothing more sub
stantial behind them than the ozone in motion. What will be
the outcome? Who cares to guess? Events are moving with
a swiftness that point to finality, but seemingly they are not
moving in the direction which pleases the advocates of a demo
cratic system of government.

THE TRAVEL CREDIT PLAN
Sixty-six of the country's great railroads have hit upon a
scheme which ought to bring their systems Into greater popu
larity with those who want to see something of the world, but
who lack the ready cash. A Travel Credit Plan makes pos
sible the purchase of railway trips and tours in the same
manner that you buy your car or radio—on convenient
monthly payments. The plan, which becomes effective May
20. Is exceedingly simple. The prospective user merely goes
to the ticket office of the co-operating railway over whose
lines he wishes to travel, or to a travel agent, and makes appli
cation for credit in the amount of the c06t of the proposed trip
or tour. If the routine credit inquiry indicates an ability to
meet monthly payments, he is notified that his ticket ls ready
for him. The only contact In connection with Vhe application
is with the ticket or travel agent. Just Its though the ticket
were being purchased for cash. The application is passed
upon within 24 hours.
Use of the Travel Credit Plan requires no collateral—only
the signature of the Individual. The cost of the proposed trip,
however, must total *59 or more to be eligible for purchase on
credit. No down payment is required. There is a nominal
service charge for the credit accommodation. Il is predicted
that the largest use of the Travel Credit Plan will be for
vacations and other recreational trips and tours, although the
service is intended to cover any form of railway travel. Credit
is not necessarily confined to the cost of transportation alone.
It may be used for Pullman accommodations, all-expense
tours, which usually Include hotels and meals, specified side
trips, and any service that is sold through the railroad ticket
office.
HE HAS NO OPPONENT

Fulton J. Redman has lt all to himself as far as the Demo
cratic nomination for Governor is concerned. Frederick H.
Cobb of Portland,, who was to have opposed him, having
failed to file sufficient names for being entitled to a place
on the primary ticket Skipping the preliminaries and get
ting into the semi-finals without a blow being struck was an
easy accomplishment for Mr Redman, but when he gets into
the main bout he may suffer from lack of training.
CHANCES FOR DOCTORS

Thirty-two rural communities wish medical service and
are making their wants known, with the assurance that it
means life employment at a reasonable salary. To the right
men, these communities offer an opportunity to establish
themselves and their families in the quiet, pleasant surround
ings of Maine towns, among people who need and appre
ciate their services. A list of these 32 towns is available from
the Extension Service. College of Agriculture, Orono, Maine.
ROADSIDE POLITICS

Opposition of the Oarden Club Federation of Maine to
scenery-spoiling roadside advertising billboards is well known.
Candidates for political office must understand how wide
spread is this opposition—not only within the Oarden Club
Federation, but among all Maine people who appreciate their
State's scenic beauty and who are angered by the blatant bill
board which hides the lovely view and the shouting roadside
.sign which detracts attention from the woodland vista. This
opposition to signs big and little, which clutter the landscape,
should not be under-estimated—particularly by the candidate
who seeks widespread popular support—-for purely selfish
reasons. If for no other.
Garden Club Federation officers in Maine are affixing a
paper seal to the backs of the envelopes they use these days.
Tlie seal bears the message: "I give preference to candidates
who do not advertise on the landscape."
let candidates soberly note this warning. Their candi
dacies, and the Maine roadside scene, both stand to benefit if
the warning be heeded.—Portland Telegram.

HOBBY SHOW, SUPPER
3-ACT COMEDY DRAMA
Wessaweskeag Grange Hall, South Thomaston
FRIDAY, MAY 10
HOBBY SHOW—1.30 to 8.00
ADMISSION 10 CENTS

A Journey Into Franklin County Where
Budding Spring Replaced Soggy Lowlands
By Tlie Roving Reporter

Ift!

Let no person read this little pect of drying, for the mom was
LE
MASONIC
story with the expectation of en a misty one and everything seemed
countering any thrills, or anything soggy and bedraggled. Farseeing
of unusual Interest, as it is merely housewives may have sensed that
the recounting of a day's prosaic the sun would be out by noonday.
ramblings—precursor, I hope, of
The Sheepscot River which was
several "worth while" trips to be flooding the highway at Cooper's
made during the summer.
j Mills only a few days ago was quite
With Bob Webster at the wheel,! subdued, but still high. The Infortifled with a brand new pipe. J mates of tlie large duck farm In
we set out at 8 o'clock Sunday j tiliat town were right in their elemornlng bent upon viewing the, ment.
reported ravages of Mie flood, "Nine Maples" was a sign over
in western and central Maine. It a wayside resort, going by two betwas like the time we went to Nova ter one which I saw later ln tha
Scotia to view the apple blossoms day, reading “Seven Maples.” And
in the Annapolis Valley and found where did "Seven Tree Pond" get
ourselves a month too early, only Its name?
on this occasion we were evidently Everybody Knows “BUI”
a day late because the waters of
I never fail to Inquire for my
the Kennebec and Androscoggin friend Bill Robinson when I reach
had receded appreciably and we oardiner, which for quite a numsay no flooded highways. There ^er
yeals )1Jt3 been tj-j« home of
was, however, a grand rush ot the former Warren ballplayer and
Spring waters, and the falls at shoe worker. Know him? Every
Lewiston, Skowhegan and other body in Oardiner does, so when I
places were quite spectacular. In asked the day patrolman Herman
marked contrast, though, to the Davis about him, his face bright
memorable floods of 1936, when
Satisfactory progress is being Sheriff Ludwick, Supt. McAlary ened up instantly and he told me
All above the street floor will be
So widespread and keen has thef The building Is to be a three story
how he once went to Warren to
interest become in the progress be structure, strictly modern in design occupied entirely by the Masonic made by tlie architects on the plans and I stood on the bridge between
attend
an Odd Fellows meeting
ing made at the ruins of the Rock and of fireproof construction, brick fraternity; the second floor hav and it is hoped that actual con Brunswick and Topsham, threat
with Bill.
walls
on
three
sides,
and
the
Main
land Masonic Temple Building, as
ing the Lodge rooms, lounge, ladies struction may begin in the early ened with being carried away, as
Many folks have many things to
shown by the large numbers that street front of Indiana Limestone.
the waters were then at their sell. One farm was advertising
summer.
reception
room,
lobby
and
ward

The street floor will be occupied
pause each day to take note there
crest, and the Topsham end of the
The Masons will undoubtedly be bridge was already under water to "Crab Apples.”
of; that The Courier-Gazette Is by the Central Maine Power Com robes.
I was at pains to find “Bud”
The third floor will be devoted to justifiably proud of their new home,' a depth of several feet. It was a
pleased to present herewith to our pany offices and salesrooms; and
Mdrtin, who is sponsoring me as
recreation
rooms
and
the
robing
and
it
will
add
to
the
general
apreaders, a sketch of the proposed the banquet hall and kitchen of the
foolhardy performance on our part guest speaker a. the Oardiner
front of the new building, plans Masonic Bodies will also be located rooms of the Council and Scottish pearance of that portion ot Main and I guess this was in the mind3
Rotary Club May 15, and who ln
Rite Bodies.
' street known as “The Brook."
for which are now well underway. 1 on this street floor.
of the several thousand spectators turn will speak before a Rockland
who were being held back by ropes service club before long. On Route
and the National Guard.
5 I found his home, a comfy cot
Nothing like that did we see tage nestled among the trees along
Sunday, and exciting as lt was I side a lake. Birds whose Identity
St. George Granite Co., has re
Member of Social Se
hope nobody will ever see it again. I could not guess were pouring out
sumed operations, after having been
Some Baseball Memories
curity Board To Aid
their song In the large grove.
shut down almost a year. Probably
Passing the old baseball ground "Bud" was down ln Damariscotta
Local Applicants
150 men will be employed, with
at the comer of Broadway and exhibiting his prowess as a rifle
, Thursday
Manfred Humphrey as superintend
Park street now grown high with shot, but hts charming wife gave
ent. This news coming in con
last season's grass and weeds, I us a cordial welcome.
A representative of the Augusta
junction with yesterday's resump
recalled the happy days I spent “Single Track” Radio
Field Office of the Social Security
What many persons have be-, Under the new tabulation lt is
tion of operations at Clark Island Is
there ln my youth, playing when
Board will be at the Deputy Col- .
Three hundre^ktiieved and feared came to pass yes-! 8,782.
Bob Webster's raido tuned ln on
most gratifying
the opportunity offered and watch
lector's office. Post Office Building.'
the Lewiston station W.C.O.U., the
sets of hammers ringing make terday with the announcement that Thomaston's new population is
ing some of the fastest semi-pro
Rockland, at 11.30 a. m to 3 p. m.
reception from which was very
sweet music for the town of St. Rocklands population has dropped 2518; in 1930 it was 2.214, a gain
teams which ever trod a Rockland
Thursday.
clear, but we were at loss to under
293. The figures are as yet unof- of 304.
George.
diamond. I can still see the erect
Beginning January, 1940, Feder
stand why the broadcaster repeat
Friendship under the new census
flclal but will probably show very
form of Frank W. Sandford, after
al Old-Age benefits are payable to
ed himself so much on the n^ws.
has 742 inhabitants, exactly what
little change.
ward leader of the Holy Ghost and
individuals who are over 65 if they
Our experience with W.C.O.U. bore
In 1930 Rockland had a popula it had in 1930. And if that isn't
Us Society as he stood behind the
have worked in covered employment
out what I had often been told—
I standing pat what is?
tion of 9,075.
plate, directing Rockland's ‘‘college
a sufficient length of time and
Alonzo W. Tuck, Former
that when you are in the vicinity
team." I can see Gramp Morse
earned sufficient wages to make him
of a local station you get little or
School Superintendent,
with his Inscrutable smile and nothing else. In behalf of our
eligible. Benefits may also be pay
To Have Gould Office
mystifying southpaw delivery, I can
able to the wives of eligible workers
radio fans I hope Rockland will
see pitcher Madden as he threw never have a station.
If they are over 65. and to minor
Alonzo W. Tuck who resigned
the ball, and broke his arm in so
children under 18 years of age if from the superintendency of the
In Auburn we saw a closed road
doing. Memories crowd fast up
they attend school.
(Route 4) where the highway had
Sionington-D“tr lsle school union
on me and rising prominently out
Survivors benefits may also be last week is planning to locate in
been submerged during the week.
of them is my own battery—Horace
payable to the widows and minor Rockland, taking over the office and
Old fashioned snow fences still
Simonton and Chummy Gray.
children of deceased wage earners, practice of the late Edward K.
obtain ln that section. Fishermen
The tracks of the upper Maine
or if there are no such survivors, to Gould. Mr. Tuck was admitted to
were busy at Lake Auburn, but
dependent parents over age 65. Un the Maine Bar in March of this Knox County Superior Court con- clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin, Central freight yard were heavy there was still Ice in the pond and
with cars and that too, called me
der certain circumstances, such as year.
vened at 11 o'clock this morning Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and back to my youth when a freight we saw no bathers.
where there are no survivors im
The Oxford hills loomed. Into
Mr. Tuck is a native of Wash- ’ with justice william H Fisher of Au County Attorney Jerome C. Bur train of nine cars, drawn by the
mediately entitled to monthly burn, a graduate of Presque Isle I
view as we passed through Liver
.
,
,
old locomotive Edwin Flye was
on the bench. Justice Fishers rows.
benefits, a lump-sum death benefit High School and University of, i gusta
more Falls and in place of muddy
....... ..
,
_
,
„
.
, visit at this time carries special
The usual divorce crop is due to quite a rarity, and the locomotive streets and soggy fields we found
may be payable.
Maine. In the field of education he I
.
, .
. . _
. and regretful significance, as lt will make its appearance this term. Francis Cobb was hauling a train ourselves entering Into a region
The Board's field representative taught in
several Aroostook County . . , , .
as a presiding Hearings may be held on the fol which consisted of a baggage car where the cleanliness and fresh
will assist applicants who may wish towns, and served as superinten- be his last service
_
.
and a passenger car, painted green
J
,
.
judge
in
Knox
County.
He is soon lowing new entries:
to file claims or assist in other dent in Wytopitlock, coming to,
ness of the scenery was on a par
.
.. _
.
.
_ , .
,
,,
.. , to retire from the Bench, and the
Doris L. Bruno of Washington if memory serves me correctly. with the newly-laundered clothes
matters.
Stonington in 1935. He was a trial „ ,
_
,
_
. ... ,
, , , .
, , „
, , _
Maine Superior Court will lose an from Salvatore Bruno of Charles Then there were those long “wood we had been seeing on the lines.
Justice ln Aroostook County for five
_
. ,
„
'
, outstanding jurist, as well as a fine town, Mass., married in Boston April bains” which brought fuel for the
Two unsuccessful attempts were
years. He is a Mason, member of,
,
__
, „ .
,
„
,
■ gentleman, who has always been 17. 1937. Libellant asks to resume wood-burning locomotives. Drawn made to break our fast In Wilton,
Theta Chi Fraternity, U. of M..
,
...
j ..
. very welcome here,
her maiden name of Doris Lunday. probably by the Edward Sewall or but sleepy-eyed attendants told us
The management of the Camden member
Maine and Hancock County
Henry Ingalls.
Mrs. Alta Motham is stenographer j Tirrell for libelant.
unfeelingly that the places were
High School baseball team an Teachers Associations and is now
As
already
foretold
in
these
Robert
J.
Hastings
of
Rockland
When “Lindy" Landed
not open for business. So lt was
nounces the following changes.
president of the Hancock County columns the May term will be like'from Clara M. Hastings of CamTlie elbows of the highways
Camden plays Llnclon Academy Teachers Association.
(Continued on Page Five)
at Newcastle at 4 o'clock tonight, The best wishes of this section go its February predecessor—very short. bridge, Mass., married in Belfast were green under their burden of
Tlie grand jury is already at June 10, 1939. Harding for libelant. new grass, In some places fully six
and Lincoln plays Camden May 24— with him in his new (field of en
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
tending to its duties with Deputy
Helen S. Gardner from George H. Inches tall—though the month of
a reversal of the original schedule. deavor.—Deer Isle Messenger
if I had my life to live again I
Sheriff Jethro D. Pease in charge. Gardner, both of Warren, married May is still In Its Infancy.
Camden plays at Vinalhaven
would have made a rule to read some
The traverse Jury will not be im in Warren Dec. 1, 1939. Libellant We noticed the houses and saw poetry and listen to some music at
Thursday. This game was to have
least once a week. The ioea of theee
panelled until Thursday
and asks to resume her maiden name of that blue blinds were coming Into tastes
been played next Friday.
la a low of happtneaa—Charlw
Darwin
some
favor.
On
Main
street
Thom

Deputy
Sheriff
Allle
O.
Pillsbury
of
Helen
D.
Smith.
Burrows
for
li

Rockland plays at Camden June The City Government last night
aston Is a green house with blinds
Camden will be Its chaperone.
belant.
A LITTLE WHILE
3, instead of May 14.
ordered a hearing June 3 on the
a sort of bluish green.
Deputy Sheriff Granville N.
Iris
Withee
of
Rockland
from
Beyond the smiling and the weeping
Central Maine Power Company's
I shall be aoon
Considerable landscaping is being Beyond
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette petition to erect power lines on Ran Bachclder of St. George makes the George Withee of Portland, mar
the waking and the sleeping.
proclamations and Fred Robinson ried in Swan's Island Sept. 22, 1340. done also alongside the trunk lines, Beyond itho sowing and the reaping.
I shall be aoon.
kin street. The resignation of Helen
its principal motive being to pro Love. reet. and home I
of Cushing is deputy at large, Alton Tirrell for libelant.
Danielson was accepted and Fred
hope1
tect the clay walls.
Entering 6»«t
Dunbar of Camden ls court messen
Madalene
A.
Reed
from
Frank
L.
Lord, tarry not, but come.
HOUSES
erick H. Cates, a graduate of Rock
ger.
Reed, both of Camden, married in Warren one has a chance to see Beyond the blooming and the fading,
land High School, will serve out
TO BUY OR SELL
I shall be soon:
fcourt was opened with prayer by Portsmouth, N. H. March 1, 1920. an industry which seems to be de
the shining and the shading,
the unexpired term. Permission was
veloping quite rapidly—Over lock s Beyond
Beyond the hoping and the dreading.
I wish to art as Agent for per granted to Huntley-Hill Post VF.W. Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, rector of St. Tirrell for libelant.
I shall be soon.
lumber
mill.
A
fine
man
and
an
sons wishing to Buy or Sell to name the triangle formed by Peter's Episcopal Church.
Frank L. Reed from iMadelene A.
Love, rest, and home I
Sweet hope!
enterprising captain of industry.
At their customary stations are
Houses, Cottages, Etc., or those
(Continued
on
Page
Five)
Lord, tarry not, but come.
Water, Ocean and Pacific streets
The sign "One mile to Sandy
wishing to Let or Hire the same. “Huntley -tHill Square." Residents
Beyond the rising and the setting
Shores”' recalls the involuntary
I shall be aoon;
Active representation, quick re
of Adams street wan* the name
the calming and the fretting,
visit Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lind Beyond
sults. Telephone Rockland, 23-W, changed to Philbrook street. To the
Beyond remembering and forgetting,
I shall be soon
bergh made there two or three
Love, rest, and home I
proper committee was referred the
WILLIAM ANDERSON
ago. They were nicely entertained Sweet hope I
West Meadow Road,
Rockland petition of 22 citizens asking for a
by the Dormans, and the occasion Lord, tarry not, but come.
54*55 fire hydrant near Pleasant Oardens.
the gathering and the strowlng
was one of special elation to our Beyond
I shall be soon;
Warren correspondent, Mrs. Alena Beyond the ebbing and the flowing.
AT R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Beyond the coming and the going,
Starrett, in whose territory the
I shall be soon.
Love. rest, and homel
V. F. W. AUXILIARY HUNTLEY-HILL POST
Lindbergh
plane
was
forced
down,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
Sweet hope!
giving her the opportunity for a Lord, tarry not, but come.
Beyond Ithe parting and the meeting
newspaper “scoop.”
The concert will include:

From Field Office

OUR POPULATION DROPS

More Good News

City Loses 293; Thomaston Gains 304;
Friendship Stands Pat

New Lawyer Coming

SUPERIOR COURT CONVENES

Justice Fisher Presiding Here For Last
Term—A Short Term In Prospect

Schedule Changes

Hearing Ordered

CONCERT
OF MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS

PUBLIC BEANO PARTIES
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

SUPPER—5.30 to 7.30, D.S.T.

STARTING MAY 12

COLD MEATS, BEANS, CAKES, ETC.—USUAL PRICES

AT THE V. F. W. HALL, ROCKLAND

3-ACT COMEDY DRAMA “PLAIN SISTER”
8.00 D.S.T.

ADMISSION: 25 CENTS FOR TWO CARDS, 20 GAMES
EXTRA CARDS 5 CENTS EACH
FOLLOWED BY 20 SPECIAL GAMES
DOOR PRIZE—EXTRA CARD PRIZE—ATTENDANCE PRIZE
For your protection these games are operated with Madelon's
modern beano equipment, automatic number mixer, electric eye,
number board. Biggest and best in Maine.

ADMISSION: ADULTS 25c; CHILDREN UNDER 12, 15c
SPECIALTIES BETWEEN ACTS BY THE
"WESSAWESKEAG PATRONS’ PRIDE”
Which is so popular with the V.F.W.

Volume 95................... Number 55.

56*lt

Boys’ Glee Club, Girls’ Glee Club, Band
Junior Band, Orchestra, Junior Orchestra
Drum and Bugle Corps
To defray expenses to combined Eastern and Western Maine
Music Festival at Waterville
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
TIME, 8.00 P. 5L
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

Earsecing Housewives

The beech tress are still rustling
with last year's leaves. Of course
every naturalist knows how and
when they are discarded, and how
the new growth comes. At this
season of the year the pines and
the white birches vie in popularity.
“Monday’s” wash was on many
lines, with seemingly small pros-

I shall be BOOH;
Beyond the farewell and the greeting.
Beyond this pulse's fever beating,
I shall be soon.
Love. rest, and home!
Sweet hope!
Lord, tarry not, but coma.
Beyond the frost-chain and the fever
I shall be aoon;
Beyond the rock-waste and the river.
Beyond the ever and the never,
I shall be soon.
Love. rest, and homel
Sweet hope!

Lord, tarry not, but come.

—Horatlus Bonai
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Rockland High and
Thomaston High In
Thomaston—Looking
the Locals Over

And Simon Peter answered
and said. Thou art Uie Christ,
the Son of the living Ood.—Mat.
16: 16.
I

Rockland High School will make

•KEAp HOBBY SlldW
Wessaweskeag Grajige fc hoping |

Aim To Improve Fishing Industry

At Our Post Office

Baseball Schedule

The Post Office Bowling team

fw great success in its big benefit i
performance Friday afternoon and I

Official List of Games To ' proved themselves champions inRe Played In Knox and I deed by carrying away from the
Lincoln League
News Tournament at Bangor, cash

evening when it holds a Hobby i
show, supper and tfiiree-act comedy

The Knox and Lincoln baseball prizes amounting to $100.03. Of
schdile has again been made out this amount $50 is split five equal
on the five-year basis For
bene ways giving each man his just re
fit cf those who wi.l attend the ward for good team bowling; $35
scijon games tills season, the sched goes to Rackliff and Chatto who
ule fer 1940 ls here given, and the took first prize in the doubles event,
sports editor hopes that If changes rolling 674. The other $15 goes to
aie rr.-de from time to time that Rackliff who captured second
he will be notified in ar'p’e season. money in the singles with a total
of 349.
Tuesday, May 7—Lincoln at Cam
Roland Rackliff, Senior Warden
den; Thomaston at Rockland; 8t.
of Aurora Lodge is attending Ma
George at Vinalhaven.
sonic Grand Lodge at Portland
Friday, May
10—Camden at
Martin Oraves, money order clerk,
Vinalhaven; Lincoln at Thomaston;
is also attending.
Rockland at St George.
Wilbur S. Cross, special clerk, and
Tuesday, May 14—(Rockland at
.
.
,
____ ,
„
i secretary-treasurer of Uie local
Camden; St. George at Thomaston; |
„...... „
.
Branch of the United National AsVinalhaven at Lincoln.
soclaltlon of Post Office Clerks, is
Friday, May 17—Thomaston at
absent, on sick leave.
Camden; St. George at Lincoln;
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
Kindness is the greatest unused
Tuesday. May 21—Camden at St.
capital in the world today.—Ruth
Oeorge; Thomaston at Vinalhaven; Smeltzer
Lincoln at Rockland.
Friday, May 21—Camden at Lin
Brave men are not cast down by
coln; Rockland at Thomaston; adversity —Silius Italicus
Vinalhaven at St. George
Tuesday, May 28—Vinallinven at
Camden; Thomaston at Lincoln;
Offirrrs of the new organization, "Maine Fishermen's, Inc."
may affect the Heart
St. George at Rockland.
Gat trapped in ih» atoawb or gullet mar
Ilk* a
GreenCommissioner Arthur R.
Friday ’ mt)
Mav ji
31 Camden nt R nr Ir. *•***<««•* on Um heart At the Brat alcn of dtitrwa
Maine's lucrative fishing industry S. Day, also of Portland, executive
If the power to do hard work is
Vttinaen ai HOC K- era art raao and worneo depend on Bell ana Tab leu te
free. No laiatlva but made of the faaUatleaf hailed the association as one not talent, it is the best possible land; Thomaston at St. George; a*t
aeiD»t medicines known for arid IndifaiLlon If Uie
was whipped info a consolidated secretary.
F1/IST POHK doesn't prove Bell anc better, return
More than 150 representatives of ' that has been needed for a long substitute for it —Garfield
Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
fcouls to ua and receba DOUBLE Money Back. 25e.
unit Friday posed to exercise its in
every phdse of the fishing Industry
_______ __ fluence for the benefit of Its fisher ln the state attended tire day long i time.
session Other officers were: vice
Thompson said the aims of the
men and dealers.
The newly assembled Maine Fish-j president, Rev. James Barton organization would Include stale
ermen's Inc. set up a permanent Vinalhaven; treasurer, J. E. Herrick, and national legislation beneficial
organization in Martinsville and j Bailey Island; secretary. Walter to several thousand fishermen and,
elected Nathan W Thompson. Port-' Donnell. York Harbor; field secre- others Interested ln the Industry
land lawyer, president and Herbertj tars'. Elroy Johnson. Bailey Island. *ln Maine.

! another attempt to play its open' ing game in the Knox and Lincoln
League this afternoon at ThomasNew England Comes Back, the ton. This game was originally
author Lawrence Dame. Publishers ' scheduled to be played at Rockland,
but due to the fact that some work
Random House, New York.
is being done to Improve conditions
This is a story of Yankee wit, in at the local park the game is to be
genuity and courage.
played at Thomaston. They will
No amount of praise is too much play In Rockland at a later date.
for this work. "Among innumer These twe teams always provide an 1
interesting game for the spectators.
able pleasant myths held by Ameri
Last year the game at Thomaston |
cans is one to the effect that the was an 11-inning affair with Thom
flowering of New England's intellect aston on top, 6 to 5.
stopped when Ralph Waldo Emer
Rockland's position in tire Knox
son died in 1882." This Stewart H and Lincoln League will depend
Holbrook tells us in his introduction.
greatly on the success or failure of
We call this publication an import
these four, new to baseball, hurlers:
ant eyeopencr to the present mo
Owen Allen, Oliver Hamlin, both
ment, and should be carefully read
seniors; Robert Drake, a junior and
by all, especially the young and
Dave Newcomb, a sophomore. Of
would be captains of the future
these four Drake seems to have
financial activities of our great and 1
shown the best to date, although
fully alive country, not the least of.
' Newcomb and Allen are not far
which is this portion of New Eng
behind. Hamlin hasn’t had an opland with no defeatest terms in this
' portunity to show under fire, but
section. He tells us it was Thomas
he has improved steadily in prac
B. Reed who said of New England
tice and is a good prospect.
ers, "The earth has got to be pretty
Tiie other positions are well taken
shifty to get out of the grasp of peo
care of with men of experience in
ple equally at home on land and
nearly every department. On the
sea.” This story of our great come
receiving end is Borman, from
back reads better and more thrilllngJunior High, Storer and Dom. Maz
ly told Uian much of the recent fic
zeo, Juniors who had some experition. with every page bristling with
ence last year. Chaples is back at
information that is arresting and of; first base from last year, and
what Is before us. Research, indus seems to show more strength ln
try and grit and a new psychology ! hitting. His fielding isn’t quite up
has struck home in industrial cf
forts,
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NEW

drama. The Hobby Show exhibits
are to be furnished by patrons of
Oranges in Limerock Valley Pomona
and a prize of $5 given to person
who has most interesting hobby.
Hobby show opens at 1.30 and lasts
'til play begins at 8 o’clock, ds.t.
Supper at usual prices and served
from 5.30 to 7.30 ds.t.
The three-act comedy drama.
"Plain Sister" is one of the good old' fashioned plays for which this'
j Orange is noted with the followling cast of characters: Pa, Scott
' Rackliff; Ma. Marjorie Sleeper;
Beth, (pilin' sister* Elsie Norton;
Jewell (Butterfly). Dorothy Baum;
Junior. Edwin Tyler; John Web
ster, a family friend. Earle Rack
liff; Neil Armour (Beth's employ
er*, Stanton Sleeper. Specialties
between the acts will be furnished
by that group of youngsters who
have proven so popular at the
VF W. Installations known to this
Orange as Wessaweskeag Patrons'
Pride Proceeds will be used en
tirely to finance improvements on
the Orange hall.

into good citizenry and Americans lhe hot corwr''
^though he Mtocklaid. a great loss has been o( the
children of the famwho must be taught to love us. New has not
Particularly dangerous sustained ln the :udden death ily of James and Addie 'Hathorne*
England has no sharecroppers; we
the stkk to date observers late Friday night of John B Robin Robinson. The Robinson family
Have poor soil mostly, but we fertilize Iook for hun
Unprove as thc
son. 56, proprietor the past eight has been residents of Warren the
past 42 years. Besides the widow I
and raise the best of everything we
Progresses
plant and we have the best potaThe outfield ”:i **
taken years of a furniture store at 488 Elizabeth (Burgess* Robinson, he;
Main street. Though in frail health leaves one brother. Seldon of War- |
toes ln the world and who ever heard care of by veterans Page. Winchenboch
and
Mike
McConchie.
the past week. Mr. Robinson had ren. and one sister. Mrs Harold
of better apples than Maine can
The Junior Varsity has already
at the store unb]
when Linscott of the Ofay Road. Port- '
grow?
The ,
SHAVES IN
land Much sympathy is felt es- i
A comprehensive chapter on the played a game at Warren.
players who make up thata group ‘he succumbed to a heart attack. peeially lor Mrs. Robinson, in that
great storm of 1938 and how build
are: Leigh Barnard Myron Cum-iWlth Mrs
Robtr.son, he had
she lost her mother during thc win-*,
ing construction had the needed
mings.
Donny
Kalloch,
Bobbie
Kaiplanned
to
return
Sunday to their ter months, suddenly.
boom and thousands out of work
were supplied. Tills timber hurri loch. Perry Margeson, Don Ross- liome in Warren, after having spent
Funeral services were held yes
close as a blade
,hclr fUs. terday afternoon at the Rockland
cane salvage, hc said, has been noglejack Smith. Russell Smith lhe winter. as has
and
Edward
Sullivan.
WITH COMPLETE COMFORT
called by many experts the greatest
Universalist Church of which Mr
tom. in Rockland
lumbering operation in the history
Robinson
was
a
member,
with
Mr. Robinson, a graduate of the :
TWO HE&OS are better than one
of the world Bo out of the foul
—and twice as fast! In exacting
New England Conservatory of Mu- Dr John Smith Lowe officiating.
wind there did blow blessings—to
tests made by the U. S. Testing
The bearers were Honorable Edward
A 10-man bowling team, picked >*c of Boston. Mass, had been acCompany, Inc., the new Dual
those who escaped with their lives.
R Veazie. Mayor of Rorkland.
shaved as close as the best blade
In the excellent group of illustra from members of the Bath Lodge tive in a11 musical activities over Chester O Wyllie of Warren. Eu
shave in half the time—gave com
of
Elks,
defeated
a
similar
combine
Knox
County
during
much
of
his
tions that are really photographs,
gene Stoddard and Ralph Wiggin
fortable going to-business shaves
from
the
Rockland
Lodge
by
107
llfe
He
had
played
the
baritone
in 9U secowJt flat! Ask us for the
we Jind our genial wrought lrcn
1 of Rockland. Com-plttal services
complete story—and try this sen
forgings friend Ernest Rice, his de pins tn a three-string match at the horn in thc Rockland City Band, in at the grave in Union cemetery were
sational new shaver today.
Park Alleys. Bath, Friday night. jthe Rockland Council Band, in
lightful work in Camden, Me
There Is a few paragraphs on the,The Ba,h
™
first string Farnham s orchestra, and in the {conducted shortly rfter 3 o'clock
J the same afternoon ln Warren. »itn
peat moss Industry and a little on b>' 37 plns' thc second
49 anrt old Warrcn Cornet Band Fuvored i Dr Lowe officiating
Maine craft industry ; also the Maine :he flnal * »•
iwUh a spkndld bariton<‘ vokr as
Development Commission and our
Allie
the winners was a part of his musical gift, he was
marvelous potatoes The book ls'h*eh man f°r the match with 315. a f.emoer of the Scottish Rites
brim full of things one should think ' including a single string of 126. Les Quartet, had sung for over 20 years
on proudly in every part of New Riant of the Bath team was run- ln the Universalist Mixed Quartet.
England and every person who lives * °crup with 296 and A. Collins of and also with the Warren male
Alabama
here end loves its rare beauty will I Rockland was third with 294
j quartet since its establishment
California
some
years
ago.
Dependable
to
the
welcome this encouraging and ln- Bath Elks
Connecticut
90 89 96--275 n,b dcRrce in hi: engagements and
.spiring tale of our successes.
■ A. Thayer
Delaware
92 77 100 -269 in a” other matters, ts the word
This book ls handsomely bound Ir w- Hogan
District
of Columbia
74 107 77—258 from his »s<;oclatea in music and In
a lovely library red, with black and C. Vamvakias
Florida
83 105 86 -274 business
Early in his musical
gold insets for title and the author's H. Fielding
Oeorgta
98 91 126 315 career •*•* had been soloist, and
name. The print is excellent, anti j A. Jewett .......
IlIlnoLs
one of Random Housed fine outputs 1 R Footer ..
86 94 82— 262 ‘hose wdio know say he was one of
Indiana
R. Callari .
ln masterly book making.
82 97 101- 280 *he most outstanding ringers that
12 EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Maryland
J. O'Brien
K S F
83 92 82—257 Warren has produced.
Massachusetts
1. Double length o( cutting
J. Mullaney
Bp **s a
degree Mason, was
92 68 73_ 233
edge*.
Michigan
2. Two head* tauten tkin ...
94
104
—
296
a
toember
of
St.
George
Lodge
of
|L. Plant ......
98
whiiker* stand upright to
TENANT’S HARBOR
Minnesota
be shaved rlote.
__________ I Masons, the Henry Knox Chapter.
3.
Larger cutting surface than
Home Economics
Missouri
878 914 927-2719 KlnS Hiram Council. Claremont
any electric razor.
Montana
4.
Automatic starter.
Six Sophomore girls of Grace In Itockland Elks
Commandcry, and thc Scottish
3. Highest powered motor.
Nebraska
stitute served a formal dinner C. McIntosh
6.
No acrubbtng bn uh action.
90 88 84 -262 Rites Bodies.
7. Special short hair opening*.
New Hampshire
Thursday ln observance of Mother's G. Sleeper ...........
8.
“
One direction" shaver . . .
For
a
number
of
years
he
worked
93 83 95—268
New Jersey
for lung and short hairs.
Day. Thc guests included Mrs. J J. Doyle ...... ........
0. Ea»v to u«e.
31 92 96— 279 over the county as piano tuner for
New York
C. Robinson, Mrs. Forrest Davis, A. Brewer ............
10. Largest hair reception area.
75 SO 81 .4 the old Maine Music Company of
11. Two heads sura to catch
North Carolina
Mrs. William Daniels, Mrs Charles M. A»'tco ..............
ev*rv whisker.
Rockland.
Later
he
was
proprietor
96 92 93—281
12. Super-predtioned heads.
Ohio
Wheeler, Mrs. Hugo Luidenin, Miss
H. Fitzgerald ......
76 7S 80- 234 of a candy store at the bridge. War
Oklahoma
Parked in
Carolyn McIntosh, and Miss Chris
T Anastasto .......
75 83 84 242 ren, following which he was em
a tan cow
Pennsylvania
tina Crockett, the home economics
hide grain
A. Collins ...........
30 109 105—294 ployed ns clerk in the Virgil F
ease with
Rhode
Island
instructor.
bright cop
K. Roes .....
90 95 93-278 Studley Furniture Company In
per |rim.
South Carolina
Misses Hilda Mackie and Sally C. Chrlstofferson
Rockland.
Completing
his
work
72 68 92 -232
(noted by E O. Pinkham *
Robinson acted as hostesses; Misses
when Mr. Studley went out of the
Texas
Helen Hilt and Katherine Andrews
841 865 906-2612 furniture business, he worked for
Vermont
as waitresses; and Mary Barter and
Stonington Furniture Company for
Washington
Marguerite Daniels proved an ef
Maypole as the center decoration n number of years before going In
West
Virginia
ficient pair ln tiie kitchen.
| surrounded by candles of matching to business for himself. Through
Wisconsin
The menu consisted of pineapple color, and individual Maybaskets
Wyoming '
416 MAIN ST.
TEL. 294
Juice cocktail, fancy crackers, as favors.
• • • •
mashed potatoes, green peas, meat
British Columbia
loaf, raw vegetable salad, relish,
Let friendship creep gently to a
Hawaii
yeast rolls, bavarian cream, fancy height; if it rushes to it, it may
New Brunswieg
tea cake, and coffee.
soon rush itself out of breath.—Ful
Nova Scotia
Thc table was adorned with a ler.
(not^ by Luke S Davis)
Ontario
Quebec
Is what you want in
• • ♦ ♦

REMINGTON
DUAL SHAVER

90SECONDS
-

- -

Bath Elks Won

INDIGESTION

DEI NEW NEIGHBOR
SODNO ADVICE . . .

She take* apacial Nallflht in
aalatin* ant the caurtaaua
dependable eervlee aha «n|eys
at.bar NATION -WIDE FOOD
STORE, really line valuaa, lea!

—t----------- r--------------1I --------------MAY 6 - 11

PILLSBURY

PANCAKE FLOUR
MISSION

PEACHES

HALVES

COLONIAL-FANCY

MOLASSES
NATION-WIDE

PITTED DATES
WONDER-FIL

LEMON PIE FILLING
LAWRENCE
LGE
CAN

HULLED CORN

Spying Auto Plates

DIAMOND MATCHES

6

FULL
COUNT
BOXES

boxes

19c

NATIOM-WIDE VANILLA or LEMON (IJJRET

GERBER'S BABY FOODS

stra,nael°l

GERBER'S DRY CEREAL

FOR BABIES

★ CHEF BOY-AR-BEE SPAGHETTI DINNERS

'uHsJiine
TNt

MA K TIN/

CHACKSHS

FAMOUS Burnt 8MAVI0 ANtTIIlK CtACKIAS

OAINTY AN* VIAV tUTINtTIVl IN SHAM AN* FLAVOR
NEW ENGLAND STYLE

★ FRIEND’S

.°akend

BEANS

27e
2 PXGS f 7c
CANS

ALL KINDS

CREAM CORN STARCH
CALO

THEY
LIKE IT

DOG AND
CAT FOOD

CANS

23c

GREGORY’S
IF QUALITY

ATTENTION

HOME OWNERS!
MODERNIZE YOUR HOMES

Install Bath Rooms and Kitchens.

Paint,

Paper and Repair. We will furnish the money

on a First Mortgage to responsible parties.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868—Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

45Slf

At "Personal” you get more
than just cash .. . you get
the kind of friendly, consid
erate service that makes bor
rowing a pleasant and simple
experience. Endorsers are sel
dom required ... no one
need know. If you can make
small monthly payments, you
should not hesitate to see us at
once for a loan of $25 to $2 50
or more. Come in or telephone.

l&uxmai FINANCE CO. ’
Kresgp Building
241 Water St.
Augusta. Me
Sm-tllM.oan Statute
License No. 1
56 64
Cuoronfeed by GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
oi odrariued therein
»

An Illinois car was noted on Park
street May 1 bearing thc number 1
1,193.678 Wendell Flint was the
observer of this high number.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

Drug Store Merchandise

This Store Has It
We use only thc Bext the
market affords. Substitu
tion and "just as good” are
only business apologies.

There Ls a big variation in
DRUGS AND PRICES

PLAY SAFE!

Spring Cleaning Values =
SPLENDID-BLEACH WATER o>

STALEY—DISHCLOTH FREE

CUBE STARCH

2»ss|7c
t

2

1 QT
BOTS

25c

PATENT SPRING

OUR LEADER

BROOMS (cX )

DRAIN OPENER
CHORE GIRLS

ItDAklA
TS PRANO

AMMONIA

CAN

39c

MOP HANDLES

15<

P AND GSOAP

2 (or 15c

CLEANS AND
OPENS DRAINS

CAN

21c

CHIPSO

FLAKES or
GRANULES

WINDEX

MAKES
GLASS
SPARKLE

EACH

f Qc

5 bars f 9c
LGE
PKG

REG
BOT

2lc

17c

WALMSLEY’S
Reliable Drug Store
373 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 564
Opp. Knox Trust Co.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Busy times around the overseer
of the poor’s department today,
when 12.619 pounds of federal sur
plus food arc being distributed.

Lady Knox Chapter

Dr. Scarlott There
Rockland Represented At
Annual Meeting of New
England Osteopaths

George Wheeler saw a flock of
geese, numbering about 35 or 40.
flying over Perry's coal yard Mon
day morning at 5.30. They were
headed north, and were a pretty
sight.

Mrs. Mabel Rose Elected
President At the Annual
Meeting Yesterday

FLAG DAY PROCLAMATION
To the Citizens of Kirkland, Greetings:

Whereas, in these days of world-wide turmoil, with subversive
forces and Iniluenees striving to discredit and destroy the ideals
and institutions symbolized by our Country's Hag, all loyal Ameri
cans should answer this ehalleiige by displaying and paying tribute
to that Flag as the emblem of our rights and liberties; and.
Whereas, with this end in view, the period June 8 to 14 has
been designated as Flag Week by The United States Flag Associ
ation. headed by the President of the United States as Honorary
President General, during which lime patriotic exercises and other
appropriate functions arc to be held in towns and cities through
out all the Land.
Now, therefore, as Mayor of Rockland. I do proclaim June 8
lo 14 as Flag Week and direct thal during this period the Hag of
the United States be displayed on all muniripal buildings and
vehicles. Furthermore. I do invite the people of Rockland to dis
play the Stars and Stripes at their homes, places of business and
other suitable locations as well as on their cars, and to hold pa
triotic exercises, plan Flag parades and do other suitable things as
a public expression of our love of our Country, our allegiance to
its Glorious Banner and our belief in Ihe institutions of American
Democracy.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and raused the
seal of the City of Rockland tn be affixed this 7th day of May in the
year of our our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Forty.
Edward R. Veazie,
Mayor of thc Ctiy of Rockland, Me.

Mrs. Katherine St. Clair wxs hos
Dr. Herbert L. Adams of Provi
dence was elected president, and tess to tiie annual meeting cf Lady
Dr. William T. Knowles. Boston, Knox Chapter, Daughters of thc
was elected vice president of thc American Revolution at her home
New England Osteopathic Associa
on Rankin street.
tion at its annual business meeting,
A covered dish luncheon at 1
Saturday, in the Hotel Biltmore.
Providence. Dr. Charles W. Sauter, o’clock was enjoyed by 16 members
2d. of Gardner, Mass., was added The business meeting was opened
to the board of directors and Dr. in the usual form and reports from
Osmond R. Strong of Concord, N. H. the various committees were given,,
became a member as the retiring among w’hich was Mrs. Irene Mo
ran's very interesting story of thc
president.
40th National Continental Congress
Lecture sessions were held all day
which met in Washington, D. C. ‘n
Friday and Saturday. At Satur
April, and to which Mrs. Moran was ,
day s meeting. Dr. Wallace M. Pear
a delegate from Lady Knox Chap- ,
son, professor of the Principles of
ter..
The annual reports from I
Osteopathy and Comparative Ther
committee chairmen and thc elec- j
apeutics, Kirksville (Mo).) College
tion of officers took up the balance j
of Osteopathy and Surgery, said in
of the business meeting.
explanation of one aspect of the
The nominating committee, con
Among thc candidates eligible to
The tests of the Bath-built de
functions of the Osteopathic physi
sisting of Mrs. Anne Snow, chair
cian:
stroyer
Sims which have been ln
compete
for
appointment
as
cadets
man, Mrs. Clara Thurston and Mrs
With the presentation of unoffi
“Glands of internal secretion Hester Chase presented the follow at thc Coast Guard Academy in progress on the Rockland course at
cial census figures yesterday morn
function automatically when the ing slate of officers:
Frank H. Ingraham was ln Au
New London is Henry C. Simmons, Intervals during thc past week were
ing the census guessing contest be
demand arises. When a person has Regent—Mrs. Mabellc Rose.
a routine Navy affair, according to
gusta on legal business Friday.
ing conducted by The Courier-Ga
a fever, he is said to be toxic. This Vice Regent—Mrs. Maude Blod Jr., of Union. There will be strong the Bath Times. The final ac
competition, because 1950 ap ceptance t rials will be held shortly.
toxicity stimulates one part of the gett.
The High School Alumni Recep zette automatically ended though
awarding
of
the
$5
prize
must
await
Involuntary
Nervous
System
which
proved applications have been re
Chaplain—Mrs. Helen Carlson.
tion Is in the offing. Plans for it
official anonuncement of the figures
is
called
the
Sympathetic
System.
ceived.
Thc previous high was last
Secretary
—
Mrs.
Winifred
C.
Karl.
will be made at the office of Dr.
Lemon Juice Recipe
It brings about certain changes in Treasurer—Ml's. Katherine St- year, when 1.398 applications were
Lloyd M. Richardson. Thc meeting which may be considerably differ
Interior of Rockland's Masonic hall as it appeared many years ago.
ent from the unofficial word. Many- From photo which was the property of thc late Fred S. Sweetland.
the count of white corpuscles in Clair.
approved. There are 481 names. In Checks Rheumatic
will begin at 7 oclock
replies are at hand and those post
the blood; it causes certain changes Registrar—Miss Ellen Cochran.
cluding t've nine from Maine, in this
Pain Quickly
A 1940 Oldsmobile business coupe. ( The Kiwanls Club heard an elo- in secretion; it regulates the tem
seventh gfo>' ■ of designations eligi
Historian—Mrs Hattie Davies.
Mother's Day will be highlighted marked up to Sunday, mid-night
If you «uler from rheumatic, ar
licensc number 96.096. property of quent and interesting speaker when perature of the individual; and it Counselors—Mrs. Alice W Karl, ble to compete is cadets this year. thritis or neuritis pain, try thia simple
by the Rockland Lions Club with will be accepted.
Examinations for all will be held Inexpensive home recipe that thousand*
Walter H. Spear of this city, was f County Commissioner Adin L. causes sweating, final reduction of and Mrs Mary Southard
a special dinner meeting at 7
Nursing
report
of
Red
Cross
temperature,
and
recovery.
To
the
Several
picnics
are
planned
for
i
in different parts of thc Country, are using. Get a package of Ru Be
stolen
Wednesday,
and
all
police
Hopkins
addressed
thc
members,
o'clock tomorrow night at Thorn
«'« * ’«* •
osteopathic physician this system is the SumMer months The first will; May 15 and 16 From these tests c,ompo',n<1
-------dike Hotel. Rev. E. O Kenyon will Public Health Nursing Service for search thus far has been in vain.
of water, add the Juice of 4 lemona.
April:
12
visits
made
to
tubercu

of
great
importance,
because
every
approximately
100
will
be
appointed
;
,(•„
no
trouble
at all and pieasbe the F.ag Day picnic, June 14, to
Any person seeing this car or hearprom Greenville comes the cheery
be the principal speaker, his theme
losis
patients;
14
visits
made
to
cadets
for
entrance
to
the
academj
ant
You
need
only
2
ubiespoonaful
time
there
is
a
structural
abnor

ing
any
clue
as
to
its
whereabouts
word
,
hat
Mrs
M
Barney
has
be
held
at
the
summer
home
of
Mrs
being "Mother, and the American
at New London ln July, as needs two ttmea a day Often within 48 houra
Family."' There will be special ante partum patients; 18 visits would confer a favor by telephoning opened the ever popular Moosehead mality, the changes that ensue have Maude Blodgett, Spruce Head.
. ..
.
,
sometimes overnight—splendid results
muslcby Danny Patt’ This meeting Imade
patients; 18 the information to Mr. Spear, at Coffce House and Cablns "Good an effect upon this Involuntary Sys
of the service may require.
are obtained It the palna do not qulck________________
I
ly
leave and If you do not foot better,
will replace
replace the regular noon 'isiu made to new born Infants; 512-M.
tem. It is the belief of the osteo- Bowling sweepstakes for women
fishing up here.”
i Ru-Ex will coat you nothing to try.
11
visits
made
to
crippled
childAdversity
is
the
only
balance
in
i
BuEx Compound la for aala and reoompathic
profession
that
in
maintain-j
at
the
Community
alleys
will
be
session.
....
. . , ,
,
' mended by C. H. Moor A Company and
dren, fer instruc,i.in; 111 vU,ts
which to weigh friends —Plutarch
good dru* ateres everywhere.
Although re-elected president of
James W. Emery who spent the ing normal structure one permits held today starting at 4 oclock.
"Hobby Show, supper and 3-act made to acutely ill and chronic the Woman's Educational Club greater part of the winter as a this protective nervous system to
comedy drama" says a bulletin from patients; 147 visits for health su Mrs Mary Perry Rich is to adhere patient at Knox Hospital was down function normally, and then the-------------------------------------------South Thomaston indicating great pervision of infants and pre to her announced Intention of not town yesterday for the first time human body will do what it is or
doings for next Friday at Wessawes schools; 34 consultation with par accepting. Twenty years of service since hc entered thc institution, ganized to do. and that is, to pro
keag Orange hall. The hobby show ents; a total of 466 visits made for in that capacity have seen her at Making good gain.
gress toward complete recovery."
runs from 1.30 to 8 o’clock, the cold the month.; one well baby clinic the head of possibly the largest,
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott. Association
-------meat supper from 5 30 to 7.30 and held, with an attendance of 25. woman’s organization in the State,
In Municipal Court Saturday W member, attended from Rockland.
the drama starts at 8 o’clock with . Classroom inspections were held bringing to this city many speakers S. Clayter of Lincolnville was fined
specialties between acts by the in each grade and 38 visits made of national fame. It has meant $10 and costs for reckless driving.
The new Sonotone hearing aid
"Wessawesweag Patrons’ Pride’’ en to schools.
much work and eternal vigilance, It was his car which collided with will be demonstrated free Thursday.
tertainers.
and Mrs. Rich no longer feels the one driven by Normon Bickford, 10 a. m. to 8 p. m. at Hotel Rock
BORN
physically able to continue as presi Bowdoin College student, at Glen land.
Piyvnn—Al Camden Community Hos
When Frank H. Ingraham entered
pital May 5. to Mr and Mrs. Edward dent, and all agree that her 'wish Cove Friday night.
his law office yesterday morning. Payson, a daughter Jeannette Loraine for retirement should be respected.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
40 years had elapsed since he was
Miss Virginia Wood. Miss Helen
MARRIED
will meet Wednesday night in Le
admitted to the bar in Wiscasset
Members of Edwin Libby Relief Whittemore, Mrs. Robert Allen, and gion hail. Supper will be served at
Savage-Benner At Rockland May 5.
May 5, 1900. Hon. William H. Fog Harold
B Savage and Miss Lenore W Corps, met for an all day session, Rev. Corwin H. Olds are in Port
6 o'clock, with Mrs. Ella Hyland,
ler, the only Justice of the Supreme Benner, both of Rockland—By W J
Day
Thursday, a successful rummage land today representing thc Rock Mrs. Jessie Wall and Miss Olive
Judicial Court Rockland has ever
sale being held in thc morning and land Congregational Church at the camte’in’char^'
had, was the presiding Justice of
DIED
a social and beano party ill thc annual Congregational - Christian
that May term at Wiscasset, and
Richards—At Thomaston. May 7. Etta
Mrs. Oladys Murphy Conference of Maine, which is be
wldow-of Elbridge D Richards. aged afternoon.
New officers of the Comrades of
Fred L. Hayden of Portland, who is M
82 years Funeral Thursday at 1 o clock was chairman of the supper. At ing held in thc Williston church.
the Way elected on Sunday night
still serving in that capacity, was from residence of Charles E Shorey.
Hyler street.
the business session, a short pro
are: Everett Spear, Jr., Chief
the official Court Stenographer,
Mulch At Camden. May 5. James gram included readings by Mrs.
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Comrade John; Grace Bowley,
Weston M Hilton was also present | Mu eh, aged 79 years Funeral Tuesday
. .
,
...
,
.at 4 o'clock from residence of Clar- Mildred Sprague and Mrs. Doris Church meets in the vestry Wed Chief Comrade Mary; Anson Olds,
and he is still practicing law at 1 ence Mitchell
Ames, and remarks by Mrs. Rebecca nesday night. with the following chaplain;"'N;nCy'Howard'.''kee'per
Creighton—At Union. May 5. Frank G
Damariscotta. The only Rockland
Creighton aged 62 years. 2 months, 29 Ingraham. Next Thursday will be committee in charge of entertain
of the records; Pauline Spear,
lawyers now living who were in days runeraJ services from Methodist
Union, Wednesday at 2 o’clock observed as Children's Day, for ment and refreshments, George guardian of the treasury; Stanley
practice at that time are Hon. Rod Church.
Burial ln Union cemetery
members' relatives, Mrs. Murphy to Gay, chairman, A. W. Gregory, Murray, pianist; Donald Brewster,
ney I. Thompson, EdVard B. MacLibby At Sante Monica. Calif . May
George Hamlin. Henry Lurvey. Le watcher at the gate. The comrades
Allister Edward
C Pavvm
5- Carl Leonid
Libby,
son of Mr- be in charge of the dining room and
AUlSier.
zsawara v.
rajson, and
and Cathcrlne
c Libby
of Jr.
Rockland
aged Mrs. Ames program chairman. Pic roy Chatto. Harrison Dow. Gershom
voted to close their season's activi
Mrs. Helen A. Orne. In Camden, 20 years, 3 months. 16 days.
nic luncheon will be served for Rollins and Henry deRochemont.
ties with a sunset meeting on
however, Hon. J. H Montgomery is
IN MF.MORIA.M
members, the supper to be omitted.
Dodges Mountain May 26.
still in active practice and his 62
1939—May 7 1940
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will ob- j
A full rehearsal for officers will
In loving memory of Alden IC Miller
years as a lawyer makes (Mr. Ingratake place. All children taking serve Past Noble Grand's Night,
Mother, Dad. Sister and Malcolm
The path of precept is long\ that
hamis record look comparatively
part in thc program please com tonight. “The Rainbow Supper '
short. Mr. Ingraham read law with
of example short and effectual.—
CARD OF THANKS
will be served at 6.15, with the vice
municate with Mrs. Doris Ames.
I want to thank my many friends
Seneca
Hon. Charles E. and Arthur 8. Lit
tRE arf the biggeit and best refrigerator
grand, Mrs. Ora Woodcock in
for their kind remembrances while I
buys in history . . . big 6 and 8 cubic Coot
tlefield, then thc leading Knox was In the hosplr&l
“I am well situated here, and like charge. Members not solicited fur
Kelvmators al savings of $40 to $60 compand
Mary
Noyes
County law firm.
HOME EOR AGED WOMEN
to last year's prices.
Vinalhaven.
•
my work very much," writes Capt. nish sweets. Tiie Past Noble Grands
A meeting at 220 p. m. of the
You get new 1940 convenience feature* that
Ross Wilson, former Thomaston will exemplify the Rebekah Degeee
Rummage and cooked food sale
lighten thc work in the kitchen. You get new
CARD OF THANKS
boy, who is now employed in the wiBh Miss Ruth Rogers and Mrs. Board of Directors for the Home for
gleaming heauly in Permalux exterior . . . and
at VF.W. hall. Water 6t Saturday, To all those who cent me gifts and
noble I A*ed Women at Mrs, Edwin I.
cards or remembered me ln any way office of the local inspectors, con Lillian McCurdy at the
long lasting, sanitary porcclain-onettel interi
10 a. m —adv.
66-11 while In the Lewiston Hospital, and
Brown's.
Summer
street,
on
Wednesgrand's station. There will be a
ors. There's spacious room for food storage ..,
to all the kindnesses shown me by nected with the Bureau of Marine
! "Rainbow Silver Mardi" and after ‘ dav of this week' 4s ‘™P°rtant
the kind ana amount of room that only big,
neighbors and friends during my severe I inspection and Navigation in San
family-size Kclvinators can give you.
Lawn mowers expertly sharpened. Illness at home. I wish to express tmy
Please, every member, try to attend.
thc
meeting
there
will
be
a
pro

Francisco,
"We
arc
having
grand
j
heartfelt appreciation and ^rseitude
And you get the money-saving I’olarsphere
Called for and delivered. John L.
Per
order,
President
Charles
Morris
weather and (he flowers everywhere gram in the banquet hall, with
sealed unit that uses current only 20% of the
Tenants Harbor.
Beaton, 65 Oliver St., Tel. 421-W,
readings
by
Mrs
Jackson,
dancing
are gorgeous. Never saw so many
CRy
54-46
refrigerators cold, under average
blossoms in my life. From time to by Gloria Studley and Ralph Stone,
CARD OF THANKS
Moosehead Coffee House
conditions.
To /those that were so kind to me time I read of people I know from and musical numbers.
There is no reason to buy an out-of-date, latt
during my recent bereavement I ex
and Cabins
tend ntv sincere thanks, also for the home visiting in thc west. Would
GARDNER’S
year's model at a clearance—or to be misled by
IT
’
S
A
BIG
beautiful flowers and to those who
NOW OPEN
a price "leader" that reflects savings in only a
be pleased to sec any one from
furnished cars
LOBSTER GRILL
GOOD FISHING!
"stripped" model refrigerator-when you can
S'/« CUBIC FOOT
•
Mrs Maynard S. Willis
Rockland or Knox County and j
DANCING
get a new 1940 Kelvinator at these new low
Moosehead Lake Highlands
Will Open Wed., May 8
would like to show them around
prices. Come in and see them—and get your free
65-57
FOR THE SEASON
Mrs Keryn ap Rice will be chair this part of the country as far as
Every Wed.
lvook of complete, authoricative information—
PORT CLYDE. ROUTE 131
man of thc public supper Saturday I know it myself." Regards from
"The 1940 Refrigerator Guide,"
AT
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 3-23
56*56 night at St Peter’s Church.—adv. • Ralph Bird, formerly of Rockland '
GLEN
(are included in Capt. Wilson's let
COVE
ter, and thc writer wonders if he ]
Music By
ll'/z square faat ef shelf erea • Automatic
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
| remembers when hc used to play I
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
• Easy-Touch door handle • 84 ice cube capadty
| roller polo at Thc Arcade. The I HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
— 8 Hu. • Kelvin control • Ftrmaiux cabinet
Matinee
Saturday
at
236
| inquiry in regard to the World s |
Sunday at 3 p. in
finish • Porcelaln-on-iteel Interior • 2 exfrn-Ictf
Delivered In your kitchen
DOOR PRIZE
5 Pleasant Street
Single Evening Shows at 8 p. m.
I Fair
"souvenir1'
unfortunately i
(reeling (helve* • Embossed Freezer Dear • Claw
SPECIAL
NOTICE
with 5 Year Protection Plan
97Ttf
' readied this office too late.
chilling fray—and many ether feoturei you’ll

May 9—Ho Vital Day at Knox Hos
pital
May 9 (Oolf) Morse High at Rock
land
May 9—Women's Community League
bowling banquet at Rendezvous at 6 30
May 10—Hobby show and drama at
Wessaweskeag Orange hall.
The first annual banquet of the
Mav 10—Warren-Senior class play
"She Stoops to Conquer" at Town hall. Women’s
Community
Bowling
May 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets with Owls Head Grange. League will be held Thursday night
May 12 Mothers Day.
May 13-apeclal Primary Election ln at 6.30, at the Rendezvous. Prizes
the Second Maine District.
will be awarded, and there will be
May 14 Knox Pomona meets with
music by Danny Patt.
Hope Orange.
May 15—Thomaston—Baptist Choral
Society Spring concert at 7 30 In Bap
tist auditorium
Bath Times: "Nick Mihalos, local
May 17—Rockland Fire Department
promoter, is angling for the serv
Ball at Community Building
May 21 -Waldoboro Lincoln County
Union of Women's Clubs meets at ices of Butch Wooster, Rockland
Methodist Church
heavyweight, to face Danny Need
Mav 23- (Ken McKenzie radio show at
Community Building
ham. this city, tn a main event at
May 24-Camden Doris Heald dance
the old Armory hall within a fort
recital in Opera House
May 25—Legion Poppy Day
night or so. Wooster, recently back
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion In the 8econd Maine District
from Florida, had a big Winter in
June 14—Flag Day picnic of Lady,
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's Southern fistic circles, winning nine
cotrage. Spruce Head
of 11 starts, all by knockouts.
June 17—Primary Election
June 24—Jlepubllran National Conventlon ln Philadelphia.

A REFRIGERATOR IN 1940

H

1940 KELVINATOR

WALDO THEATRE

HOME BAKERY

HEAR
BETTER
WITH

Opens Today

SONOTONE

BREAD

Due to the length of our Saturday
evening performances, effective Sat
urday. April 25, and until further
notice, there will be bul one eve
ning show at 8 p. m

AND PASTRY

Come in for a free
Audiometer Test
Of Your Hearing

55‘lt

NEW
HOTEL ROCKLAND
THURSDAY, MAY 9
10.00 A M. TILL 8.00 P. M.

FRANCIS I. TILLSON

Carpenter and Builder
18 MEADOW RD., THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4

55Ttf

BURPEE'S

BEANO

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

TONIGHT

TELEPHONES
BN, 711-1 ar 781-11
lie-111 LIMEBOCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MR.

LEGION HALL

.

uo-tM

*11475

1.30 O’CLOCK

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
37Ttf

WOTTON’S
5th Anniversary
SALE
CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK

LAST SHOWINGS TODAY
TUESDAY. MAY 7

GUNLi WITH THE WIND
Matinee at 2. Evening al 7.15.
Special Prices

ROCKLAND, MAINE

315 MAIN ST.

with
John Pavne, Roland Young,
Charlotte Greenward

THURS.-FRL. MAY 9-10
CLARK GABLE
JOAN CRAWFORD

Ambulance Service

with
Peter Lorre, lan Hunter

Swap For Cash” Tickets During Sale

Stonington Furniture Co.

“STAR DUST”

ln

Ending Saturday Night, May 11

be glad te tee. Come In today.

WEDNESDAY ONLY. MAY 8
LINDA DARNELL
in

“STRANGE CARGO”

Coming:
Lincoln In
Apollo.”

"Pinocchio,"
Illinois, "

"Abe

"Johnny

JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
I CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tr

TELEPHONE 980

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMAN SHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can be
sure that it will be flawless ln
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments are
correctly designed in the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
iastf

gram committee, Mrs. Margaret
Ford; executive committee, Mrs.
Lawrence Weston, Ernest Boggs and
fift ft ft
Earle Spear, Mrs. Otto Rodamer
hrs iouibe
was appointed chairman of the sup
(Correspondent
per committee for May 22 when the
district meeting will be held at the
Baptist Church. The travel talk
tret. 27
which was to have been given by
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank re- i Wilbur Senter of Rockland was
turned last Tuesday from a visit in postponed because of weather conBoston.
| ditions. It is hoped that Mr. SenCallers at Mrs. Jennie Benners’ ter will be able to present his travel
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Earl pictures at a High School assemblj
Heyler and Miss Mary Peyler of iin the near future.
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Lexington j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns were
Mank and Miss Helen Levensaler Portland visitors Sunday. Their
of North Waldoboro.
1 daughter, Shirley who had spent
Lyle Davis field man with the'the weekend here returned to her
Agricultural Adjustment Adminis duties at the Maine General Hos-

WALDOBORO «

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN
£
£
ALENA L. STARRETT

! son and Gertrude Lampinen.
Following the play, a dance will
be held in Glover hall.
i
I
Baptist Annual Meeting

25 YEARS AGO

Correspondent

Senter Crane Company

gCftSWBsn

Chester O. Wyllie presided Satur
day night at the annual meeting of
A review from The Courier-Gaiette of happenings which interested
Tel 46
the Baptist Church which was held
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
in the auditorium. The largest
The Congregational Ladies' Circle budget for some years was raised
will serve public supper Thursday, and it was reported that the work
Rockland, April 25. to Mr. and
The Rockland High School bas
with this committee Mrs Willis of the enlistment committee nearly
ketball team won the Knox and Mrs. B. A. Tinker, a daughter.
Vinal, Mrs. Albert White. Mrs. Rob complete, was over the top in fine
Rockland, April 25, to Mr. and
Lincoln championship with 15 vic
ert Walker. Mrs. Samuel Norwood, style with a budget fully subscribed.
tories and three defeats. It scored Mrs. Jasper Armata. a son—Giovani.
Mrs. Albert Ordway, and Mrs.
Gold Hill, Ore., April 19. to Mr
Officers elected and committees 608 points against its opponents' 432.
James MacDougall.
j chosen were: Moderator, Chester Captain Lawrence McAllister was and Mrs. Oscar E Blackington, n
The Auxiliary of Boothbay Har- Wyllie; clerk, Mrs. Laura Seavey; high with 154 points and Emmet daughter—Phyllis Louise.
Rockland, April 28, to Mr. and J
bor has been invited to the Wed- ■ treasurer. Mrs Chester Wvllie; au- Rose was second with 122.
nesday meeting of E. A Starrett | ditor Ansel M Hllt; trustM.s, HerMrs.
Walter R Willey, a son.
A landmark disappeared when the
Rockland. April 29. to Mr. and
Auxiliary, S U V. Mrs Ruby Allen , bfrt Kenniston, Herbert Waltz, and old platform in frdht of the Lindsey
Mrs. Alden F. Pettee, a daughter—
will be chairman of the dinner com- i cbester wyllie; deaconesses. Mrs. House was tom away.
traTion showed color pictures of con- Pital.
mittee
and
members
not
solicited
,
M
R
RobiMon,
Mrs
E.
V.
Oxton.
Helen
Margaret.
The
Broadway
Tennis
Asnciatlon
servation practices being followed
31r. ^nd Mrs. Richard Gerry spent
are asked to furnish sweets.
Rockland, April 26. to Mr. and
and Mrs. Herbert Waltz. Mrs. Laura leased the courts at the corner of
ln the State of Maine and also a the weekend in Lewiston,
Supper committee for the meeting seavey; missionary committee. Mrs. Limeroek street and Broadway. The Mrs. Herbert J. McClure of Crie
picture "The River" which depicted
Mr. and Mrs. William Imlach and
the
daughter.
Betty
of
Long
Cove
and
,
Friday
of Crescent Temple. P S c. Scott Coburn. Mrs. Charles officers were; Robert A. Webster, haven. a daughter—12 pounds.
damage caused by erosion in
Choose a gift from this
Appleton. April 30. to Mr. and
will
Mississippi Valley when he appeared Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and, **“ be Miss Cora Robinson ano Hysler. and Mrs. Emery Simmons; president; Arthur L. Orne. treasurer;
store
full of Gift Merchan
Mrs. L. E. Sprowl, a son.
music committee. Mrs. Leroy Nor and Arthur P Haines, secretary.
as guest of the Lions Club Wednes daughter, Ardine and son, Arnold Miss Doris Hyler.
Camden.
May
5.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
dise
at Sale Prices
Walter E. Jacobs, 72, of Thomas
Featured on the progra mfollow- wood. Mrs. Charles Overlock and
day night at Stahl's Tavern.
,lof St. George were visitors Sunday
Harry
Richards,
a
son
—
H.
Chadton.
lost
his
life
when
he
fell
from
ing
the
stated
meeting
Friday
night
Chester
Wyllie;
religious
education
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz are at the home of Mrs. Annie Grant.
1.15 Van Raalte Hosier)
Mrs. Oscar Barnard will enter of Ivy Chapter, O.ES. was Paul committee. Mrs. H. R. Robinson. the end of Cresrent Beach pier He bourne, Jr.
visiting their daughter Mrs. AnMartinsville, May 8. to Mr. and
$1.00
tain the Susannah Wesley Society Simpson, 10, of Thomaston, who Robert Teague and Leland Peabody; was alive when taken from the water
drew Newcombe in Boston.
Mrs. Harold Mason, a son.
Supt. A. D. Oray, Miss Helene Thursday afternoon at the parson sang several songs playing his own visiting committee. Mrs. Virgil Hills. but failed to survive.
1,35 Archer Hosiery.
Isle au Haut. May 8. to Mr. and
On the Rockland High School
accompaniment on his guitar.
Mrs. Charles Wilson. Mrs. Raymond
Winterson and Capt. Ralph Pollard age.
1.00
Mrs.
Charles H. Turner, a son.
baseball
team
this
season
were:
Callers
Sunday
at
the
home
of
I
Borneman.
Mrs.
Percy
Kenniston,
The Damariscotta Baptist Assoserved as judges at the prize speak
Rockport.
May
10.
to
Mr.
and
j
1.98 Porch Dresses,
L*ura Starrett were Mrs Rose ; Mrs. Clifford Spear. Mrs. Emery Colburn 3b, Richan c. Holbrook cf,
ing contest at Friendship High ciatlon met Monday at the Baptist
Church, about 75 members being' Stewart, Frank Morvin of Union, j Simmons, Miss Ella Simmons. Mrs. Spear If, Kalloch rf. Gregory ss, Mrs. Lawry Johnson, a daughter—I
1.69
School Wednesday night.
Miss Edith Perry is a patient at j Present. District Superintendent Mr and Mrs Donald Hilt and in- Herbert Waltz, and Mrs. Charles Robinson p. Rose p. Drinkwater p. Irma Linnea.
19.75
W
omen
’
s
Coats,
MacAllister lb, Oney 2b.
Unity. May 5. to Mr. and Mrs A. J
Memorial Hospital Damariscotta. Thomas Brindley of Auburn was fant daughter. Diana of East Union. .Hysler.
12.75
The
town
of
South
Thomaston
L.
Farwell, a son.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Mills,
who
spent
j
The
committee
named
for
an
enMr. and Mrs. Arthur Londergan present and addressed the gather
was
about
to
rebuild
the
Spruce
Harmony. May 3, to Mr and Mrs.
2.98 CfiHiHle Spreads.
the winter in Rockland is now at listment drive April 21, will conA
of Worcester, Mass., were visitors ing. Dinner was served at noon
Head bridge.
James Irwin, a son.
Charles
Mathews
of
Hope
was
^e
home
of
her
son
and
daughterlinue
in
capacity,
and
will
be
called
2.39
here Wednesday.
Green diggers mutilated the Pub Stonington. April 28. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elsie Schwartz entertained weekend guest of his aunt. Mrs.1 ln"'aw Mr- and ^rs Jesse Mills. | the spiritual conservation commitlic Library lawn.
Mrs Arthur G. Jenkins, a son.
1.39 I .ady Pepperell Sheets.
1.05
Vtsitors Sunday at the Mills home tee
Members
will
be
Chester
William
A
Richards.
tlie Star Club last Tuesday.
Tlie
Methodists
had
all
but
raised
Stonington.
April
21.
to
Mr.
and
5.00
Fiesta
Made
Set
of
Dishes,
2.98
Mrs.
Jennie
Linscott
has
returned
*
ere
and
Mrs.
John
^jills
and
Wyllie. Mrs. Chester Wyllie. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Davis and
their $4000 budget.
Mrs Frank Barter, a son.
Rayotex Undies, matromy cut,
less 10%
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Young and after passing the winter months daughter, Miss Virginia Mills, and Laura Seavey, Herbert Kenniston,
John Bunny, the famous movie
Elmhurst. L. I.. May 11. to MT.
ln
Massachusetts.
Mr and Mrs Laurence Mills and Mrs. Emery Simmons. Mrs. Leroy
New
Philco
Refrigerator,
119.95
children have been recent guests of
and Mrs. Edward Lermond. a
Mrs. Martha Richards and family ,son Lawrence °f Rockland Weekend Norwood. Mrs. Charles Hysler; Mrs. comedian, died.
Mrs. Myrtle Young in Bangor.
John W. Watts and Maurice Derry daughter—Katherine Adele.
Mrs. Eudora Miller was hostess .have moved from the Waltz house guests were Mr and Mrs Charles Raymond Borneman. Mrs. Percy bought the F. L. Newbert barber
Charlestown. Mass, May 15. to
on Depot street to the Walter Dudle>'- Mrs John Phillips, and I Kenniston. Irving Spear. Fred KenThursday to the Susannah Wesley
Sprague house on Friendsliip street Mrs Kenneth Fletcher and daugh- i niston. Mrs. Irving Spear. Leland shop over Walter Spear's shoe Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Wood, a
Society.
daughter—Priscilla Emily.
Mrs. Harold Ralph. Mrs Willis
' Peabody. Herbert Waltz. Emery store.
Willis t*r’ Kancv ot Wllton* N H
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen
Albert P. Blaisdell bought from
1
The
Anniversary
Sunday
observ
Camden. May 17. to Mr. and Mrs
I
Simmons.
Clifton
Meservey,
Mrs
of South Portland have been guests Ralph and Roy Ralph visited in anoe of the Mystic Rebekah Lodge Arthur Pfrry Mlss Qla Simmons the Harry Brown estate Its interest
Advertisement* tn thl* culumn no,
Irving Perkins, a son—Frederick to exceed three line* Inserted once foi £
*
Lynn.
Mass
.
over
the
weekend.
this week at the home of S. A.
25
cents, three times for 50 cents Ad- R************W
in
the
Rockland
Hardware
Co.'s
and
Parsons.
Mrs. Hartford Miller ot Bangor and Warren Lodge. I O O F held Mrs Charles WlIson, Car,
dltional lines five cents eseb for ont
Jones.
SILVER slave bracelet lost, valued
store, and became sole owner.
Sunday at the Congregational ! Miss jyjjso,,
I Hope. May 1, to Mr. and Mrs. time. 10 cents for three ttmee. Five Ior sentiment only Return to RUTH
Stackhouse. Nomin
Mrs. Emma Gannett and John Is visiting her son Austin Miller.
The Knox and Lincoln Past Isaac Harris, a son—Harry William «mall words to s line.
WARD lei 770______________________ 54*56
Church was well attended, members ating committee Ior 1941 will be
Miss Sally Sprague entertained
Winslow of Carmel were visitors
Grands' Association. I.O.O.F., or
of the Lodges of Appleton, Union
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
Hope. May 3, to Mr. and Mrs !
of deposit book numbered 37651 and
Monday at the Sanborn home on Friday afternoon in honor of her and Waldoboro invited. Rev. Wil Emery Simmons. Mrs. Percy Ken ganized with these officers: Presi
Walter Carver, a daughter—Dorothy
the owner of said book asks for du
niston
and
Mrs.
C.
Scott
Cobum.
8th
birthday.
Guests
were
Patricia
Main street.
plicate In accordance with the pro
dent, E. R. Moody. Warren; vice Elizabeth.
liam Stackhouse delivered a fine
It was voted to give permission
vision of the State Law
ROCKLAND
Wyman Cobb of Portland was *uhn' I^anc}' Miller. Nancy Marcho addre&s on
institutions."
presidents, Reuel Robinson of Cam Swans Island. May 6. to Mr and j
SAVINOS BANK by Edward J Helller.
It ************ • Treas Rockland Me . April 2' 194C
guest Thursday ol Rev. and Mrs J“ni" nt*h' Janice RalPh- Janice and was assisted ln the service by to the Men s Forum to make a den. and Oliver B. Lovejoy of Rock
Mrs. Cleveland Dunham, a daugh SLIDING cot bed for tale used but
49*T 55
recreation room for use of the mem
O O. Barnard.
, Mitchel. Joan Waltz. Joan Bums.
L clark
land; secretary, O D. Oould. War ter.
little
TEL Thomaston 108-3
55*57
Mrs. Herbert Hastings and Miss dac<1“*llne Harluns. Beverly Weeks muslc included an anthe mby the bers and the Gamma Beta Boys ren; treasurer, Henry C. Chatto,
FULL blooded Police puppies for sale
Rockland. May 19, to Mr. and
Oladys Hastings of Somerville, |Geraldine and Phyllis Levensaler. cotnbined choirs, and a vocal duet Club, in the church basement.
O B LIBBY Warren. Tel 3-5
54 56
Rockland.
Mrs. Adin O. Crockett, a son.
Officers
reports
were
excellent
and
Greta
and
Helen
Ralph.
Doris
Lev

Mass., are visiting Mrs. Hastings
William H Hyde who was Maine's
WOODEN refrigerator In first class
"God Has Not Forgotten," by Mrs
Rockland. May 19. to Mr. and condition EDW OONIA. Tel 710
pointed to a definite gain in the
ensaler, Louise Boggs. Alice and
sister. Miss Elizabeth Genthner.
oldest news agent at the time of his Mrs. Thomas R. Huston, a daughter.
Leroy Norwood and Chester Wyllie. |
55*It
general work of the church Ladies
Mrs. Hazel Miller and grandchild iMarlon Morse. Marilyn Cole and
Visitors Sunday at the home of j
retirement, died at the age of 87
COOK-houseworker
wanted.
25-40
PIGS for sale at City Farm, nice ones
Rockland.
May
14,
to
Mr.
and
of the church sened supper before
Apnlv
85 each
55-57 years, experienced; references
Heleff Sukeforth went Thursday to 1 Mildred Benner.
During the Civil War he served in a Mrs. Louie P. Pietrosky, a son.
J Mr and Mrs. Fred Mathews and i the meeting.
at 56 MASONIC ST between 2 and 6
LOAM, gravel and crushed rock tor p m
Cincinnati, Ohio where they will J. H. Kennedy Keene
55*57
Massachusetts infantry regiment.
Miss Georgia Mathews were. Mr.
Rockland. May 16. to Mr. and sale L. R SEAVEY, Tel. 108S-J. Rock
visit for a few weeks.
Abbie Rhodes Hall. 78. died in Mrs. Manville J. Burns, a son.
land
54*56
SMALL size elect rlc washing machine
J. H. Kennedy Keene. 77. died Fri and Mrs Fred Oould and Mrs.
Must be ln good running
BARBER chair and marble case mir wanted
The. annual meeting of the day night at the home of his daugh- ' Frances Stahl of Camden, and Mrs. UNION
Portland.
Martinsville. St. George, — to Mr. ror for sale Price right ANASTASIO order Will pay cash Write NER
care
The
Courler-Oazette
55*57
Parent-Teacher's Association was ter. Mrs. Raymond Flagg in Rock- j George Newbert.
Percy Keller moved from West
Mrs. Lowena Sprague of Taunton.
BARBER SHOP 427 Main St
55-57
and Mrs. Fred Hooper, a son.
COLLECTORS
Ior
Maine
Counties
held Thursday night in the Com land. He was born In Bremen.I By an inadv««ence the names of Mass, who visited relatives here, has Rockport to Thomaston, where he
FROST-proof
early
cabbage
plants
----------- -----------,
Vinalhaven. May 14. to Mr. and for sale. CHARLES
WADE. 70
• ldo Must br ab’e to collect city and rural
was a civil engineer In charge of ...
munity Garden Club House. These son of the late George and Lucy ®herman Simmons and Ruth Star- returned home.
55*57 accounts, have car. be bondable Men
.
.
Mrs. Harry A. Dailey, a son—Ken- Ave Tel 1214-W
selected will be sole representatives
officers were elected; President, I Keene.
Carl Newbert of Bath is visiting bullding the State road.
rett’ meml*rs of the civics class
OOATS for sale MRS R F EATON. Ior large corporation In thelr county
neth Leroy.
Olen Cove Tel 301 W
55*57 Olve full Information snd phone num
A. T. Thurston & Oo. were com
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald vice presi- | Besides his daughter, he is sur- 1 were omltted from the list of stu- friends here
Charlestown. Mass.. May 15, to
Adress E H NICHOLSON, care
UPRIGHT piano for sale; second ber
dent, Sumner Hancock; secretary, vived by one son, Fred Keene of dents who visited the State Prison
Mrs. Myrtle Watts is having re pleting the new electric light plant
55-57
electric range F E HAVENER, The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Wood, a hand
305
Broadway
________________________
5
4*60
and
Barracks
Wednesday.
at
Vinalhaven.
pairs made on her house. Mr. LynMrs. Fannie Gray; treasurer, Mrs. Bremen.
GENERAL
housekeeper
for
two
daughter—-Priscilla Emily.
FERTILIZER, bone meal, sheep man gentlemen wanted for six months, oa Herbert L. Churchill was appoint
Mr. and Mrs John Francis Co burner cf Rockland the workman
Clarence Benner; chairman of proFuneral sen-ices were held Sunday
Winter Harbor. May 7. to Mr and ure. nitrate of soda, same brands as I tagf on lake near Warren; salary 130
have sold past years Delivery service month. Write ”O C.“. care The Cou
The ice left Sennebec pond April ed chairman ol the Registration
at the Waltz funeral home. Rev. lumbus of Cochituate. Mass., were
Mrs. Frank L. .Davis, a son— Cor- V L PACKARD, 45 Granite 8t . Tel rier Gazette
54-56
Board.
recent
guests
of
Misses
Lizzie
Wins

i
25th
two
weeks
later
than
usual.
347
M_______________________________ 33-tf
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
Robert Sheaf! officiating. Burial
ris Atkinson.
USED
upright
piano
wanted
in
good
Walter
H.
Butler
was
elected
sec

low and Winnie Winslow
MU3COVY lucks Ior sale; eggs for
Mrs. Genevieve Watts visited
condition
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel
was in Hillside cemetery, Bremen.
North Adams. Mass, May 19, to hatching. 15 eggs 8125. also bree-tlni; 708
retary.
treasurer
and
librarian
of
the
.
54-58
Wednesday with Mrs. Cashwell in
MASON JOHNSON. Pleasant
“She Stoops To Conquer"
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Tolman. a son -tock
Gardens. Rockland
55*57
Knox Bar Association.
Arthur H. Hatch
Winsor.
UNFURNISHED apartment wanted,
—
Lawrence
Earl.
The senior class will present the
RED lox fur for sale; In good condi or 5 rooms and bts h. reasonable ren
An
accidental
blow
from
a
base

Arthur H. Hatch, 53. died Friday
Miss
Muriel
Butler
is
employed
by
not
too far from downtown area; qul
tion.
very
reasonable
MRS
WILBUR
English comedy, "She Stoops To
Vinalhaven, May 8, to Mr and CROSS Tel. 1081-W
54*;
ball bat sent Master Pliny Allen to
55 r people P Q BOX 733 City
morning after two week's illness at
i Mrs. Davis Payson.
Conquer" at Town hall Friday at
Mrs.
Llewellyn
W.
Vinal,
a
daugh

Knox Hospital.
GOOD small roadster for «ale 875
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
his home on depot street. Mr Hatch
Ralph
Gould
of
Portland
was
in
ROCKLAND BODY AND FENDER SHOP sailed for and delivered T. J. FLQd7.30. Director Edgar Comee of the
A straw hat and a dandelion made ter.
655 Main St.
55*57 INO 19 Birch St Tel 212-WK 4C*42-tf
A N T;5l was bom in Dresden, son of Henry faculty has selected an excellent this place last Tuesday on business.
Vinalhaven. May 6. to Mr. and NEW and old second hand kegs tn
their
first
appearance.
C. and Emma F. Hatch. He had cast for its portrayal:
Earl Grinnell of Stickneys Cor
• • • •
Mrs. Willard Conary. a son—Ernest different sizes for sale; they, are good
luRNS
resided several years in this town
for flsh pork salted dandelion greens,
Eugene Cogan, Leon Mathews, ner visited friends here recently.
rVoe
The marriages for this period Herbert.
sauer kraut, cucumber pickles and beef
where he was foreman of the sec Virginia Starrett, Mildred Jackson.
Sidney Messer of Rockland was were:
They may be used to mix paint In and
• • • •
for flsh buoys: also have 1-aal glass
tion for the Maine Central Rail David White, Vernal Wallace, Ar caller Sunday on oldtime friends
J G RA
Tenants Harbor. April 29, William
Edward Jacobs. 67, a native of Jars for the same purpose EDWIN A
road.
DEAN Tel 671-J, Rock land
35-57
here
HIOODL UMBoNC G I TE
thur Wotton. Marion Wallace, LowF. Riley of Somerville, Mass., and Vinalhaven. died in Hope.
FURNISHED apartment to let 648
ICE cream cabinet. Frlgldalre-10 hole
He is survived by hls widow. Mary ell Moody and Oloria BridgfS The
,E.R NBS C P T A T
ER
A utility shower was given last Qertrude Giles.
la
St E O PHILBROOK. 632 Main
Mrs. Gilman W. Fales. 66, died model, for sale Good condition, price Main
SicIcIwdwIsnftlclTiAfa.Pfe A.; two daughters. Mrs. Maynard
St
Also electric toaster lor lunch
____
53 56
play will be presented ln two acts Tuesday night at Odd Fellows hall Seattle, Wash., April 20. William suddenly at her home in Thomaston. right
room use Call at 47 Park St or TEL
ROOMS to let at 22 School St ; 82
for Vivian Hills and bride. The B McKay formerly of South Thom
55*57
and in modem dress.
John Rokes succeeded Stephen 368-M. City
and 82 50. upstairs
____________ 55*57
Committees will be; Stage and I couple received a variety of fine aston and Miss Georgie M. Burd of Bagley as guard at the State Prison. SADDLE horse and equipment for
sale a: Hillcrest Riding Academy Rock.
FURNISHED apt
to let. available
property, Russell Smith, Arthur'glft5
Mrs. N. R. Tolman. 68. died in land. TEL 176 W________________ 54 - 56 May 1 Garage MRS A C JONES. 5
Seattle.
52 tf
Frank O. Creighton died Thurs Vinalhaven. May 3, Frank Ewell Warren
NEW milch Guernsey cow for sale. Talbot Ave., Tel 576.
Wotton, John Boggs; make-up,
4 years old; also 20 cords of cow dress
J1
TWO-room furnished
apartment
2
4
7
b
3
8 9
Elizabeth Oxton and Margaret Nut day following a sudden ill turn He and Etta Young.
A. M Crabtree died suddenly in ing E E KEIZER 400 Upper Pleasant with bs- h to let lights, heat 65 week
8t. City
_____
________
54-56 FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St . Tel 330
ter; ushers. Bowdoin Miller, David is survived by his wife, Agnes
Vinalhaven, May 5, Charles A. Hope.
NEW milch cow for sale
young ‘____________________________________ 55 tf
IO i II
12
13
White, and Curtis Tolman; tickets, 'Oreen) Creighton.
Conductor E. L. Risteen bought Ouernsey and Jersey ELMER DOW
Williams and Miss Florence O. Col
EIGHT-room house to let on Ocean
53*55
Lloyd Wellington, Charles StimpFuneral services for Miss Winifred lins.
the Joseph Feyler residence In 270 Plcasaant St . City
Aie. Ingraham Hill; hot water heat
PLOW, harrow, mowing machine, | bath, lights. MRS ORRIN SMITH
lb
17
14 15
Whitney who died April 28 at the
Rockland. May 11. Enoch P. Raw- Tliomaston.
horse sled, for sale. RALPH G BEN Tel 396-M
55-57
NETT. Bonnie Brae St . Camden 53-55
Nash and Mrs. Alice Simmons; home of her sister. Mrs. Alma La ley and Mabel F. Stevens.
APARTMENT to let. furnished and
i
COW
for
sale,
new
milch
Jersey20
21
19
heated
a
14
MASONIC
ST
_______
55•
58
10
three sons, Herbert C. and Herman mont in Waldoboro, were held at Rockland, May 13, Robert E.
Love has no age. no limit, no Guernsey three years old. large pro
APARTMENT to let at 10 School St
the
Methodist
Church.
Rev.
Leo
ducer.
with
heavy
cream;
Just
the
all
of
this
town
and
Arthur
G.
of
w;
Drown of Rockland and Lizzie L. death.—Galsworthy
thing for a family cow
ROSE HII.L TEL 505 or 371-12_________________ 55*60
1 25
23 i 24
21
Bath; nine grandchildren, four sis Ross officiating. Miss Whitney had Bradshaw of Warren.
FARM, Owls Head. Tel 292-R
53-58
FOUR-room partly furnished ana-- ters, Mrs. Gibbs of Wiscasset; Nellie been a lifelong resident of this
BOSTON terrier for sale 8 mos old ment to let. bath, garage, garden space
Rockland, May 17, Tony Brady K*-*-***-*******ii Pretty
Apply 19 OREEN ST Thomaston 35*1-7
female
MRS
ROSE
HUPPER
27 ih
2b
M. Soule and Annie Cromwell of town. Although a cripple from and Annie Vincenti.
Tel 4-3. Tenants Harbor
54-56
TlIREE-room apt comfortably furWoolwich. Mrs. William Seigers of birth, she possessed a cheerful and
HARNESSES for sale, a set of heavy i nlshed with toilet Inquire 12 Knox 8t
Rockport. May 15. W. O. Rhodes
j
TEL
156-W_________________________ 41-tf
double harnesses ln flne condition; a
29
Dresden and by one brother. Harry happy disposition and worked when and Mrs. Lula Moore both of Cam
single heavy work harness In good
FURNISHED apartment to let at 17
condition; both very cheap
Roof Warren St Apply to 11 JAME2S ST
many in her condition would have den.
T. Hatch of Dresden.
AFTEk this date I will be responsible HILL FARM. Owls Head, Tel. 292 R
_____________________________________ 50-tI
ii k
24 35 3b
i
id
for only those bills which I contract
Funeral services were held fromjBiven up in despair. She had many
53-56
Rockland, May 11, Oeorge H. personally.
FRANK SIDELINOER May
HARDWARE store Ior sale or to let,
the home Sunday. Interment was'friends who will miss her kindly Wing and Lillian M. Davis, both of 7, 1940
DRY fltted hard wood for sale. 610; with fixtures, shelves, etc F M TIB
55*57
Junks. 810; dry soft wood, slabs kin BETTS, 18 Washington St Camden
40
36
in the German Lutheron cemetery, greetings.
PERMANENT waves for white hair by dling; dry pine boards under cover T
37
Vinalhaven.
46-tf
remote control. 85 to 87
Other per- J. CARROLL, East Warren. Tel Rock
w
KITCHENETTE anartinent
to let,
msnen, s. 83 up
ALS HAIRDRESSING land 263-21
Rockland,
May
18,
Elias
Nassar
534f
43 1
83 50 week
V F STUDLEY. 77 Park
SALON. 286 Main street. Tel 826. City
44
42
41
and Miss Rosie Kanaan.
pick St . TEL 330 or 1154______________ 55-tI
55 65
from;
low
prices
while
they
last.
W?
FIVE-room house to let on Broadway
Rockland, May 20, Joseph Carroll MEN' WOMEN: WANT YIM’ Take raw RAYES WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Pres
Apply ERNEST C.
oyster concentrates, stimulants and
4b
47
48
51*56 Place: all modern
45
of Camden and Miss Esther Prescott other tonics In OSTREX tablets to pep cott St. City.__________
DAVIS, 294 Broadway
48-tJ
COOK stoves for sale. Jio and up;
up body
Often needed after 40—by
of Rockland.
UNFURNISHED
I
ap;
apartment
to let. Tel
all kinds of heaters C E GROTTON.
bodies
lacking
iron,
calcium,
phos

Ws
50
49
51 tf 629-M ELLA COLLINS. 25 North Main
Union, May 2, John W. Gamage phorus. Iodine. Vitamin Bl Get 35c 138 Camden St, Tel. 1091-W
St.
55-tI
size today Call, write C. H MOOR 4t
FOUR
acres
of
shore
property
for
W
and Miss Althea Butler of Appleton. CO . and ail other good drug stores sale with chalet. 20 It. by 20 ft Nice
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
BOTTLED
NATURAL
GAS
*
modern
Apply
at
Oamden
and
Rock
5i
53*65 Are place
52
Well wooded
At Ballard
Rockland. May 22. Edgar F. Con
53-tf
Apply C M BLAKE. Wallpaper land Water Co . TEL 634
Ladles—Rename hair goods st Rock' Park
don and Miss Marion B. Currier.
47-tf
FURNISHED rooms to let
deslr
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden store 662 Main St
Waco, Texas. May 20, Hollis J. solicited H O RHODES. Tel 419-J
AT West Rockport six-room house, ahle location. MRS A. C JONES. 3
I26.M
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (ConL)
HORIZONTAL
40-Stf barn, cellar, spring well and 4 acres Talhot Ave . Tel 576
Creelmore
of
Houston.
Texas
and
42-A
flower
(pi.)
8Serpent
land;
price 8650
V F STUDLEY. 283
1-Scoff 8
DO you want a farm? See Geo E
47-tf
44- Large tank
9- Record
Carrie M. Crockett of Waco, former Redman. Thomaston, Me.; 65 acres, Main St.. Rockland. Tel 1154
fr-Rends
cut 25 tons hay. electric lights, pres
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale.
45- To tremble as with 10-Mold
11- Rescue
ly of Vinalhaven.
sure water
No reasonable oiler re 10 Jefferson St. Inquire 12 KNOX ST
13-Girl’s name
cold
12- Language of Scot
fused
48-8 54
• s • •
49-tf
15-An accessory seed
47-Pertaining to the
tish Highlanders
LAWNMOWERS,
sharpened and re
BRECKS tested seeds Ior sale H H
These births were recorded:
covering
Alps
14-Pieee of horse’s
paired. called for and delivered
Tel. CRIE CO . 238 Main St.. Rockland 45-tf
17-A row
49-Opening in an
North Haven, March 28, to Mr. 205 H H CRIE CO. 328 Main St 53-tf
harness
DARK loam for sale. 82 load del. ln
20-Leaves
enclosure
16-Small tubular pipeand (Mrs. Frank W. Waterman, a CALL Rockland Sanitary Service foi Rockland and Thomaston For flowers
23-Gull-like birds
50- Cheek
fitting
dependable hauling waste and ashes and lawns
WILLIAM ANDERSON
daughter—Edna.
25-Relieved
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399 14-tf West Meadow Rd ■ Tel 23-W
51- Pertaining to the
53*55
18- A constellation
27- Wild (Scot)
North Haven, April 9, to Mr. and WASTE and sshes removed reason D Ac H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut ; Registered number I 7645
inside
19- Traverses in a car
28- Piece out
rates, dependable service
STAN 814,50 per ton. del. Household soft coal j will stand for service of
52- Saccharine
21- Grease
Mrs. Ernest Gillis, a son—Roland able
HALL. Tel. 311 or call at Hall'a aervlce 88 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
30- Collide
22- Liquid measure
station. Main and Winter Sts.
53-tf not screened 89 ton del.; screened. $10
Alexander.
stud at Rose Hill Farm,
31Reckless
24- Snare
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash
VERTICAL
NO BAKING FAILURES WITH A PHILGAS RANGE
32- Designate
Rxjckport, April 20, to Mr and
25- Eagle
tickets. M. B. Ac C. O. PERRY. 519 Mali
Owls Head, Maine. For
34- A deep gorge
St.. Tel. 487
53-.tf
26- Senior
Mrs. Charles Carver, a daughter.
35Persia
information and appoint2Land
surrounded
by
28- Consumed
'U-V
HARD wood per foot, fltted. 81.25
For more information write or call
Rockland, April 21, to Mr. and
36- Penetrate
water
Sawed. 8115, long, 8105. M. B. Ac C. O
29- Comments
rhent
call Rockland 292-R
38- Mo re inflamed
PERRY, Tel. 487 .
53-tf
Mrs. Frank M. Piper, a daughter.
3- Flying mammal
30- Lifting device
39Perlod
of
time
(PM
4At
any
time
Rockland, April 20, to Mr. and
33-Weird
Horses are coming back.
Testa
42- Network
5- Greenish finch
have shown that horse power on
37- Maiden
Mrs. Sidney F. Wellman, a daughter.
TEL 51,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Always think before yoj act, but
43Violently
killed
6Oogma
the
farm
ls
one-third
cheaper
than
38- Pig-pen
47-tf
Camden, April 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
tractors.
46-Large truck
dont think too long about an
7-Greek goddess of
40- Mend
63*65
48-A pastry
discord
Guy Ware, a daughter.
41- Farm animal
swering lntentlng classified offers.
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bring Oslo within a few hours'
SWAN’S ISLAND
train ride.
Rev. George M. Bailey arrived
(Continued from Page One)
‘'Stavanger has basked in the Saturdny and will serve as pastor
(Continued from Page One)
Stavenger Offers Serious commercial sun for centuries. When in the Baptist and Methodist
.. . Reed, both of Camden, married in
not until we had come to that , Portsmouth N H Junp 1920
If you are interested In the welfare of a Household listen
Threat From Germany’s America was a wilderness and Churches during the summer.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
quiet little Main Street Restaurant irel[ jor ubeiant.
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Europeans were just getting a foot
Correspondent
Fast Bombers
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent have re
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.
in Farmington the we were able ; Clarence H Pendleton from Lily
hold on the Atlantic seaboard, It
turned home after spending the
to
obtain
refreshment.
And
from
i
L
Pendleton,
both
of
Camden,
marwas
an
important
port
of
Scandin

Stavenger,
German-held
Nor

The Jolly Juniors Club celebrated
there I chatted by phone for a few {ried in Camden Jui>. 16, 1927. perry wegian port, reported shelled by avia. It was and still is the mar winter with relatives near Halls
Its second birthday Thursday night
Do you suppose we can dig up a the family sings out for woolies on
Quarry and vicinity.
moments with Dr. Oeorge L. Pratt, i for ubeiant
with a program of songs dedicated smart time, money or energy sav- 016 first c<x>1 day.
British Naval Forces, is the south ket place for the enormous catch
former
Rockland
ballplayer.
E
thel
May
Payson
from
OwVs
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges are
of
Norwegian
fishing
fleets.
On
to
the organization, followed by
nLnn nnri «vnnhnne selections Re" iing idea for you today from the
A'ld now J°ud b*‘’’l 1 hau 3 ’A Future Congresswoman
ernmost of the leading ports of the docks you discover the part motoring on the mainland.
piano and saxophone selections. Re-1
scrumptious Chocolate Bavarian Pie >
.
.... ,I Head from Herman Wells Payson of
Warren Higgins has bought the
freshments including a birthday, contributions of our inventive fam- Qladys Dfan Qf Melrose Hlghlands | UP
the Farmington hills Rocklandi marrled in Rockland Norway on the North Sea, and flsh play ln the city's economic
farmers were busy with spring Mgrch
W16 payson for Hbelant nearest Important city of Norway life. Many craft simply dump their Wilbert Stanley house.
cake and tiny individual Maybaskets, ily? No one has too much of any I was good enough to send us and a
plowing. In the other counties
Mrs. Ralph Carter and children,
Miriam P. House of Rockland from to the British coast, a bulletin from catch into trucks and cars for decompleted another "jolly" evening of the three and it's the big purpose few other edibles we’ve rounded up.
through which we passed they Edgbert P. House of Rockland, mar the Washington, D. C„ headquart- livery to canneries. Others line Raiph and Joanne, and Mrs Helene
The post offlce which has recently ] ln ijfe Of this daily dissertation to t’hovotate Bavarian Pie
|,
era of the National Georgraphic a portion of the harbor where they Binlngs of Stonington recently vislbeen re-modeled is attracting much help you
ways for
0„. (From Gladys Dean. Melrose High- boats School-yards were full of ried at Damariscotta Dec. 24, 1936,
,
Sociiety points out. A fast modern are visited by housewives who buy 1 ted their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Burrows for libelant.
attention with Its fine appearance
i
lands)
wood and we wondered if that's
Madeline F. Carleton of Rocklwd,th?_Ci,y„fLT ,he flnny creature-s while lh«y
'Charles Burns.
The work was done by E. L. Glidden 1 rOm y0Ur
One tablespoon plain, unflavored
how
the
boys
get
their
manual
.
..v
.
r,
r.
i
.
n
l. .Aberdeen, Scotland,
In
slightly
still
flopping.
J
Austin Joyce of Rhode Island reand Merle Tolman.
I Any mothers of babies at the gelatine, % cup cold water,, 3 slightfrom Albert B. Carleton of Rock-__
,
_
, | more than an hour s flight,
training.
"Stavanger of American colonial j cently passed a few days with his
port,
married
at
Rockport
Sept.
5,
.
..
.
Two new members have been creeping stage? Hazeljean Nord- ly beaten egg yolks, <i cup sugar.
,
Geography has aided Stavenger days, a little cramped, still exists ; niece in Atlantic,
A wayside stand rejoices in the „
1931. Libellant asks to resume her;.
..
____ _ . , , ,
added to the Vinalhaven band, Al- bloom in East Dedham was wash- *« teaspoon salt, 1 cup milk, 1 tea- _______
, i ln its commercial development, with its famous Gothic Cathedral
name of “___________
Dme-a-Mite.” The title
bert Ames, cornet, and Willis Kos- ing and ironing rompers most of the «P°°n vanilla, 3 stiffly beaten egg
~gve
""" p fi‘Ung Jn maiden name of Madeline F. Ladd says the bulletin. "It faces an alkdominating its narrow streets. SurBurgess for libelant.
| time for her small son till she whites, 1 cup heavy cream, chocoate Norway
suth. tenor horn.
year ice-free harbor Just inside the : rounding the old town is now 8ta- GLEN COVE
Lillian C Davis of St. George
bought yards of seersucker and crumb crust
| Wp
gt
,home of
Eugene Ryan ls on annual fur
southernmost of the deep indenta- vanger with its broader thoroughMiss Sara iBunker returned Friday
made half a dozen pairs of rompSoften gelatine in cold water.
c
c] de H Smilh from Clarence G. Davis of St. tions of the fjord-gashed Nor- fares, modern homes and up-to- lough from Sailers Snug Harbor
to Ridgewood, N, J. to resume
ers. He can be slipped into three j Combine egg yolks, sugar and salt.
g
on
the George, married at St. George Nov. wegian coast. Shipping from cities date shops. There is also a large and 1s at Earl Randall's residence
teaching Miss Bunker and Miss
different pairs a day now If neces- ®o*ly add milk. Cook ln double
Smllh wgs Rt thp 3, 1917. Smalley for libelant.
I to the north—Bergen, Trondheim city park encircling a mirrorlike at Glen Heights.
Mazie Quachenbush of New Jersey
Regina G Winchenbaugh from I and Narvlk_to reach
sary for they wash like a handler-until mixture coats spoon home Qf her mother on Norlh
Mrs C. E Oregory was a caller
com mer- lake."
have been guests the past week of
chief, dry in an hour and never Add softened gelatine and stir | Avenue.
Saturday on friends in Bangor.
t ciai sea lanes of Europe, must naviThither we went to Ensign O. Winchenbaugh. boih
Miss Bunkers parents. Mr. and
well. Cool and let thicken. Add
Mrs. Clifford Carroll Is recuper
have to be ironed.
learn that she was in Winthrop. Rockland, married in Union, June gate tcrtuous fjords for many miles PORT CLYDE
Mis. Nelson Bunker.
ating from illness at the home of
The same clever lady covered her vanilla, beaten egg whites and But Mrs. Smith's mother obligingly 22, 1926. Smalley for libelant.
land then weave its way through a
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Sorenson and ,her mothcr ,n
Miss Virginia Black went Friday Mt tubs and kitchen working sur. whipped cream. Pour into 9-inch
Lily L. Pendleton from Clarence fringe of coaata, Lslan<ts
got her on the telephone for me.
to Hartford. Conn., to resume teach- face with linoleum which wipe off1 chocolate crumb crust, and sprinkle and j {ound th<? ^^^^1 H. Pendleton, both of Camden, mar-1 coast from Stavenger to the south- Mrs. Lena Tibbetts of Bcachmont,
Sidney Dow of Tenants Harbor
Mass.,.. have returned home after . was a recent caller at the home
Ing having passed a week s vaca- as eatily M a chlna paU? deadens I U cup wafer crumbs over top.
ried
in
Camden
July
16,
1927.
Har,-rn
tip
of
Norway
is
even
and
pracI
{candidate in a pleased and optimon for libelant.
tically without the Island fringe.
®fJcndl”« a week at ,helr ««nu»er L, Mrs. Mary Gregory
tion with her mother Mrs. Annie the clatveT of dishes and wears like i Strawberry Rhubarb Jam
Black
| lron We can.t
why any,,,* has I Two quarts strawberries, 2 quarts {mistlc frame of mind as to her
Georgia
Athalee
Clark
from
Jesse!
"A
city
of
45.0*3
inhabitants,
j
10mes here’
j Mrs. Eva Joy and Bert Spurting
! chances ln the special primaries
Waldo Bryant of Brockton. Muss.,! of Islesford and Bar Harbor were
Walter Geary and Alva Geary anything
but
linoleum-covered rhubarb, 12 cups sugar.
S of May 13. She was especially Clinton Clark, both of Washington,' Stavenger s name is well-known ln
returned Friday to Whitinsville, working surfaces. One more and
Cut rhubarb into half-inch pieces. leased with the
„„ voluntary
________ offers. married in Augusta July 27. 1939. shipping- circles, for .ships of many ',las bcen at his summer cottage on weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mass
thi.
i.
...
,I_____
me
this i.
is an.........
aggravation-saver,
guess j| be
bein
8 careful not
not to
to neel.
peel. Mix
Mix toto- H su
t
u receivlng Irom! Harold M Hurley of Boothbay liar- ports of the world annually enter HuPPer s
for a f*’* days.
C. E. Oregory.
_ _
__
...
I
V
4
«■ i V
i <.
V »I
—V
zj
rr
°
I
_
_
Woodrow Bunker went Friday to Mrs. Nordbloom marked the length gether strawberries, rhubarb and Kjmx Count which yhe ,ans t0 bor for libelant.
MYk. Margaret Gregory Is reJ. Newton Broadbent and son Ir! its harbor.
__ i_ __________________a.,
. a vinznr
/t/yV inlvtiirp
sugar, ond
and pcook
mixture clnwlv
slowly until
until t
viti
have
arrived
at
their
cottage
covering
from a recent .surgical
Alberta
Garland
Bridges
from
.
"Because
millions
of
sardines
find
Waterville to visit his brother-in- and width on all her curtains last
visit tomorrow.
flal with indelible ink when she It Ls thick and clear. Pcur into An Interesting Detour
!Grover C. Bridges, Jr., both of Cam- the end of the trail ln cans in Sta- for the summer after spending the operation at the Camden Cornlaw. Ernest Clayter.
clean hot Jars and seal at once.
munity Hospital.
Hodgepodge: Many houses and den. married in Camden, Sept 3. venger, American housewives, who winter in Florida.
The Winners 4-H Club house took them off the stretchers so this
MENU
spring
when
they
were
laundered
'
larm
buildings
in
Franklin
County
11938
C.
F.
Dwinal
for
libelant.
are
curious
about
the
source
of
Woodrow
Cushman
and
family
cleaned Union Church Saturday as
1 have metal roofs—Eggs retail at 25 i Vena A. Newbert of Rockland their food, have a slight acquaint- have moved to one of the Balano
Breakfast
Friendship that flows from the
there was no adjusting and re-ada community project. At the meet
Orange-Grapefruit Sections
heart can not be frozen by adversity.
, cents—"Black Goose Cabins ’—The J from Carl A. Newbert of Union, ance with tlie city. Recently Sta- apartments.
justing of stretchers.
ing Monday the girls made muffins
Shredded Wheat
It's a good idea to mark sheet
married in Union March 20. 1934 vanger was thrust into the spotRev. John Holman recently spent •Cooper
and sewed on dresser scarves. They |
sizes in the same way so you won't Scrambled Eggs
Wilbur
for
libelant.
light
when
a
group
of
Norwegians
a
few days at hls home here .
on the Waterville road—Popcorn
also practiced their demonstrations
Wlieatena Muffins was advertised on a highway sign
have to bother when taking fresh
Several men from here attended
Trouble und perplexity drive us
George
L.
Wooster
from
Ruth
:
visited
the
United
States
to
proand made further plans for their |
Col fee
ones from the linen closet and do
at 10 cents a pound —A continua Wooster, both of Rockland, marf mote a U. S-Norway air route, the Fisherman's meeting held ln the !,0 Prayer, and prayer driveth away
public supper to be served May 16,
Lunch
trouble and perplexity Melansthon
I you mark new sheets with the date
tion of the highway work on the ried in Rockland Oct 14 1933 Wil- ( Sola Airport, at Stavanger, one of Grange hall in Martinsville.
in Union vestry.
Prudence Lamb Ste w
bought and the brand so you can
Andy Wyeth of Philadelphia 1ms
!,le mast modern in northern EuWaterville-Augusta road will make bur tor libelant.
{check durability and quality for Warmed-over Muffins
----------= iope, was-to be the Norwegian ter- arrived for the suiniper.
a busy summer for many workmen.
GROSS NECK
J reference next time you buy linen?
•Strawberry Rhubarb Jam
Allen B. Craven of Boston spent
At Cooper's Mills Bob switched ! Waldoboro, half hidden from the I minus of the proposed route
Recent callers at the home of Mr
Tetley Tea
Do you remember the trick of
"Railways and highways radiating the weekend at the Focastle,
me onto a road new to my experi- street. And It was in Waldoboro
you need
and Mrs. William Gross were Mr. putting away woolen socks and
Dinner
Miss Ennie Shrader and friend
ence. It was route 126 through 1 that we dined that night with our from the city add to Stavanger's
and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach of scarfs, sweaters and mittens in
Kemp's Tomato Juice
Whitefield, taking us into Jeffer- j two fine friends. Clint and Ida, j standing, commercially and stra- from Boston visited her aunt Mrs
rich red
W’ejt Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- | tightly-covered tin coffee or biscuit "Casserole of Beef
son, with a fine view of Dyer's at Stahl's Tavern. The street was tegically. A railway links it with Addie Kelso recently.
BLOOD for BEAUTY
liam K. Winchenbach and Mr. and cans? They must be freshly launGreen Peas pond from the south
Several from here attended the
full of cars and the reason lor it Flekkefjord to the south, crossing
So try Lydia E Plnkham's Vegetable
Mrs. Eben Wallace of Dutch Neck dered. of course, but the tin cans
"Cooked Vegetable Salad
Compound TABLETS— morreloua to
Jefferson's cattle pound attracts! was the showing of “Gone With Jaeren. a wide, fertile plain which funeral cervices Thursday for Rev
help build RED blood which means
•Chocolate Bavarian Pie
Mrs. Eldora Gross was a Rock- do baffle the hungry moths, and. If
, ranks with the richest agricultural ' Samuel Clark In Friendship.
muoh attention, and I am inclined the Wind'' at Waldo Theatre.
more etrength. rosier cheeks, red
der
lipa, brighter eyes. ALSO help
land visitor recently.
! you label the cans neatly, you can
Coffee
Thus endeth the seasons first ' regions in the kingdom. Another!
-----------------to think that few know of the one
relieve functional monthly distress I
trip
of
the
'Roving
Reporter.
I
line,
now
under
construction,
will
1
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette
• Recipes given.
Mrs. Lillian Jesue and daughter , "deliver the goods" next fall when
which still exists in the town of
of Rockland called last Tuesday on ;
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons.
STONINGTON
! Robbins. Elsie Bryant and Lettie
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
Mrs. Carl Oott ls at the hospital j Candage.
daughter Frances of Camden and j for treatment.
James McGuffic
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Libby of Thom
The Howard Carters of Saugus,
James McGuffl? died at his home
aston were guests Sunday of Mr.
i Mass., were recent guests of Mrs
at Sandbeach Farm. Stonington. |
and Mrs Melvin Oenthner.
I
Nora Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of Broad
May- I, after a long period of 111
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Morey,
Mrs.
Cove visited Sunday with Mr. and
health. He was born in Creetown,
Susie Gross and Mrs. Nina Gross
Mrs. Charles Geele.
Scotland,
Jan. 12, 1868. and came to
Levi Burns of Back Cove and Al- motored to Castine to call on Mrs.
this
country
at the age of 17. He
mon Burns of East Friendship were Katheri3e Cleveland and Mrs. Eva
who are nospitai
hospital panenis
patients worked continually as a paving cutcallers here Friday.
, Fifield wlio
says JIMMIE KELLY,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Prior and thereter Untu forced t0 *‘ve
thls work
Champion Motor-cycle Racer
children of Friendship were in this
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Carter and 13 years ago because of ill health
He
was'
married
to
Hattie
Oross.
place Wednesday on a visit.
J children are visiting Mrs. Carter's
and Enthusiastic Camel Smoker
who survives him. To them three
Mrs. Lettie Eugley and Miss Celia parents at Swan's Island.
Eugley of Kaler's Corner have been ! Mrs. Loraine Knowlton is visiting I children were born. Robert of Btonrecent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alden her sister Mrs. Courtney Eaton at ; 4n«t<’n- who survives, and Donald
and Agnes, deceased. There are two
Waltz.
'.Sunset.
grandchildren. Donald of Stonington
Clarence Richards and Ralph , Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wood have
and Mrs. Percival S. Knowlton of |
Eugley were Nobleboro visitors re- moved to their cabin at Oceanvllle.
Boston Surviving also are two
cently.
Ernestine Withee of Swans Island
sisters. Mrs. James Smith and Mis.
is employed here.
James Heries of Creetown: and five
John Blastow and Oeorge Blastow
,, , .
brothers. Kendall. Thomas and Wilrecently
went to New Bedford. Mass. ,jam pf
Alexandfr of
pure white
Mrs. S. A. MacDonald is having St<)nington and John of clark islandher cottage repaired.
There are a number cf nieces and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Eaton. Nor nephews. Mr. McGuffle was a mem
(ream which SAFELY
ma, Natalie and Mrs. Fountain ber of Unity Lodge. F.A.M., of Cree
Davis were recent visitors iu Ells town. later affiliated with Reliance
worth and Orland.
Ledge of Stonington.
Paul Billings is home from U. of (
fUnera] services were held
M
1 from the home Saturday afternoon,
Reginald Dorlty and family of
Lawrence Staples officiating.
Calais were recent guests of the
bearers were brother Masons.
Charles Dorltys.
| Kenneth Gross. Dwight Thurlow,
ON THE FASTSIDE-A 50-mile-an-hour skid, and Jimmie
Mrs Oeorge Lufkin is visiting Mr. Vernon Sliver and John Billings. The
Kelly (No. 43) whips into the lead on the ocean beach at
Lulkin in Boston while hls boat Is floral offerings were inkny and beauin port.
j tlful, silent evidence of the love and
Daytona. On a motor-cycle Jimmie Kelly is a riding cham
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Webster esteem in which he was held,
pion, but when it comes to cigarettes, this record-breaking
have returned lrom Miami, Fla., i Those from out cf town to attend
driver is on the slow side ... the slow-burning Camel side.
where they passed the winter.
1 the funeral were John McGuffle and
1* A fragrant white cream with
out eny bad odor.*
Mrs. Addie Stinson, who passed Mrs. Carl Swanson of Clark Island,
2. Painlesa . . . not meesy. . .
the winter in Portland, arrived this Mrs. Florence Gross and Mrs. Keltn
quick to uee. Aa aitnple to re
week to pass th? summer with her Carver of Vinalhaven, William. Almove ee cold cream.
HAMPION Jimmie Kelly (lefl) is just one of thousandsof
j bert, Llewellyn, Elizabeth. Ava, Wal3. Economical becauae you uae so daughter Mrs. Maurice Dow.
experienced smokers who have discovered that Camel's
very little each time.
John Dunton of Guilford has ac- ter and Clydie Rich and Mrs. Clara
4. Doea not irritate healthy normal cepted the appointment as Super- Barter of Isle au Haut.
slower way of burning means several definite advantages. Being
akin.
lntendent of the Stonlngton-Deer 'A,?«"*
slower-burning, Camels are free from the drying, uncom
5. Removes hair c/oae to akin, leav
Isle.-Isle au Haut Schools Union Some friendly barks that were anchored
ing akin soft, smooth, clean and
fortable qualities of excess heat. They give you extra mildness
fragrant.
to succeed A. W. Tuck who resigned Some loving souls that my heart held

VINALHAVEN

Roving Reporter

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST
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In Superior Court

One Hour To England

aa aa

GIRLS!

"Speed wins in motor-cycle racing!

Slow burning wins in the cigarette field!”

N E W... a
ODORLESS*

REMOVES HAIR

C

39t

a tuba

NAIR

Ar stores which sell toilet goods

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Service To:

Vlnalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE

Subject lo change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. SI.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
(.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1JU
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

lnet
last weea.

:

and extra coolness ... always so welcome. Slower burning makes
the most of the full, rich flavor of Camel’s costlier tobaccos.
Camels give you extra
... don’t tire your taste. The extra
smoking in Camels is a matter of the smokers’ experience as
well as of impartial laboratory record. So get more pleasure
per puff and mo-., puffs per pack. Get Camels.

dear,
ip silent sorrow, will drop a tear

Mrs. Arthur Billings has been But I shall have peacefully furled my
fhI I
caring for Kathleen Williams' child jn moorings shell cred from storm and
while Mrs. Williams was in the
^le.^ my frifnds whQ havg
hospital.
'
sailed before.
O’er the Unknown Sea To the Unknown
Lewis Eaton is ill at the hospital.
Shore.’’
•
Arthur Hutchinson ls caring for hls
business here during his absence.
Mary Billings is employed at
Noyes Pharmacy.
Mrs. Celeste Coombs who passed
the winter at the home of her
Without Calomel-And You'll Jump Out of
daughter Mrs. Frank Webb, has re- !
Bed in tho Morning Rarin’ to Ca
turned home and Mrs. Blanche Goss '
The liver should pour out two pints of
liquid bile Into your bowele daily. If thia
is caring for her.
blie la not flowlnz freely, your food may
Principal Richard Howell attend- not di«e.t. it may ju.t decay in th« boweij.
‘
I Gas bloats up your stomach. You get constled a meeting of school principals pated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Friday in Augusta.
, It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
Frank Rosell passed the weekend flowing freely to make you feel “up and
up* Amazing In making bile flow freely.
at his home in Concord, N. H.
A ik for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by name.
Florence Wallace district deputy 10# and 26f. Stubbornly refuse anything elsa.
president and Eva Gray, marshal
with Mrs. Jessie Colburn of Ban
gor. president of the Rebekah As
sembly of Maine, were honor guests
at a recent reception, supper and
degree work at Nakomis Lodge at
Ellsworth. Also attending from

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

here were Hester Warren, Helen

WAMTADS

• In recent laboratory test,,
CAMELS burned 25%
slower than the average of
the 15 other of the largestselling brands tested —
slower than any of them.
That means, on the average,
a smoking plus equal to

"ON THE SLOW SIDE”-That’s Jimmie Kelly’s way-and the way of millions of
other smokers—of saying that he prefers the slower-burning cigarette . . . Camel.
“That’s where the 'extras’ are in cigarette pleasure and value,” explains Jimmie (above).

acc/e
EXTRA MILDNESS

—

5

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

- , ni cm,
J'b ,W. |

THE CKMETTE OF
COSTLIER 10MCCOS

Coprrlihl. 1M0. B. J. IlonulJiTobM™Co..Wlwlon Salem. N.O.

extra flavor

Francis Cobb

THOMASTON
a***
BHIRI-EY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

Every-Other-Day
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Ware Is Appointed

NORTH HAVEN

CAMDEN

Camden Youth Will
Serve A* An Engine
Cadet On S. S. Capulin

OLD THOMASTON HOMES

GB.BERT HARMON
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 713

Raymond Stone ls home from,
Whitinsville. Mass., for a few days,
vacation period.
Charles Turner has been recent
visitor at the home of his sister Mrs.
Winfield Ames.

Burlesque On Clubs
Rockport Students Pre
sent Farce For Benefit of
Junior Class

Tlie Rockport High School DraMr. and Mrs. Nell Burgess and , viatic Club scored another success
family have moved from the vil
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sykes arc
Mrs. Robert Shields and son
, when it presented Friday night the
lage
to the Frank Waterman farm
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Elwell
Fiank and daughter Eleanor spent
■ three-act satirical farce "Pulling
at tlie Little Thoroughfare.
in West Buxton. r
the weekend a week ago in Concord.
I
the Curtain" for the benefit of the
Mrs. Agnes Mills and family who
N. H., with relatives. On Sunday
Richard Hopkins t nd Miss Doris
Junior
Class. Being of a somewhat
occupied the Harris cottage for the
a family reunion was held in Antrim
Trott of Augusta were weekend
different
nature from previous
winter have moved into the Mac
at Maplchurst Inn. the home of her
guests of Mr. Hopkins parents, Mr.
Donald
bungalow
for
the
summer.
plays
presented
by the school, lt was
aunt. Mrs. Arthur Kelley, in honor
and Mrs. Adin Hopkins.
The
Unity
Guild
will
continue
Its
or Almon Carlton of Minneapolis,
highly
enjoyed
by the iarge audiE. T. Clifford has returned to Clif- ,
sale of Chinese goods each Tuesday “ence. "Pulling the Curtain" was
Minn.. Mrs. Shields' great-uncle.
ford after visiting his daughter and
afternoon at the Church.
Forty members of the family were
really a play within a play, and
son-in-law Mr and Mrs. Carlton P.
Word has been received from much of the aiding took place
present for the reunion.
Wood.
Mrs. Novick < Ruth Curtis) that she from the floor by members of the
Miss Lois Robinson, accompanied
The Lincoln Baptist Association
has
left Norrkoping Sweden, with cast scattered through tlie audience.
by Miss Celia Stone. Miss Blanche
will meet in Belfast Wednesday, at
other American families and will
The story opened with a meeting
True of Springfield, and Roger Dow
9.55. Rev. Alger W Geary, pastor
arrive in New York May 13. Mr jOf the Ladies' Aid Society of Pine
of Wiscasset; all students ol Cas
of the First Baptist Church in Port
Novick who is employed by the Valley, Tenn., attended by members
tine Normal School, motored to
land. will be the evening speaker.
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. Inland their husbands at which the
Winthrop. Saturday to attend the
Mrs. Arthur Webster will be hos
Sweden wifi remain there for a ! matter of presenting a play to raise
Spring conference of the Student
tess to the Methodist Ladies Aid
period as the factory is operating! money for a new Brussells carpet
Christian Movement of Maine,
Wednesday at 2 o'clock at her home
at the present time.
I for their Club room was discussed.
where they served as delegates.
on Sea street.
Mrs. Holbrook of Vinalhaven is After many unfavorable comments,
Charles Sawyer of Miami, F.a. is
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S Vinton of
employed at the home of Zenas family quarrels, etc., lt was finally
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
East Braintree, Mass.. Mrs. Ella
Burgess.
I decided to give a drama 'The BeauTruman Sawyer, a few days.
Bradley and Miss Ruth Cobbett of
Mrs.
Dunlap
of
Vinalhaven
Is
tiful Lady from France.”
zx /x
/x
Weymouth. Mass., have returned
/X zx z\ xx
Mr. and Mrs. F D. Hathorne are Walker. Mrs. William T. Flint will
employed at the home of Mr. and! Miss Carolyn Andrews, in the
home after spending the week with
at their cottage “Nimrod’ at entertain the club this week.
The B. Webb residence. From an old photo.
LIDA O CHAMPNEY
Mrs. John Lermond.
| leading role as president of the LaThe Baptist Choral Society an
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Park. Pearl ------------------------------------Stone's Point for a while.
Correspondent
------------------j dies’ Aid did a fine job and received
ftftftft
tlie Stars and Stripes for the first CR1EHAVEN .
Mrs. Alton Grover entertained nounces a spring concert Wednes
: much praise for her excellent actCommittal services will be held at
at luncheon and bridge Thursday day May 15 at 7.30 in the church
TW 2239
The recent high*tide deposited
She was ably supported by the
time In the Philippines.
2 o'clock Saturday in the cemetery
her guests being Mrs. Alonzo Spaul auditorium. The Gardiner Choral
Tlie submarine cable connecting seaweed on the platlorm in front otJlpr members of the oast: JoscForty-Two Years Ago
ding. Mrs. Dawson Brewer and Mrs Society will unite with the Choral' Mlss pern Whitney. M« Lina at Union, for Dr. Lewis W. Hart,
| phlnc P111®' B''™ard Andrews, MauManila with Hongkong had been of the post office
Rev.
Weston
P
Holman
officiating.
Society.
About
40
voices
will
be
j
O
y
ce
and
daughter
Althea,
Mrs
Clement Moody. Prizes at cards
Issued Famous “Fire
Mr. aad Mrs Jolm Andean rlcc Marston' Jo>'« -’ngraham.
cut.
so
it
was
nearly
a
week
before
Mr and Mrs. C. Bonney Quinn
were won by Mrs. Spaulding and heard in grand choruses from both lje<)na s^bury and Mrs Edith
When You’re Ready”
were called to Rockland recently Mary
David Eaton- Carro“
America heard of the victory amid by the serious Illness of their Richards. Ncrma Hoyle. Dorothy
the old masters and living com- Buzzell spent Saturday in Port- of North Haven were weekend
Mrs Brewer.
Order
guests of Mr and Mrs. L. E Quinn
' wild rejoicing. A cable from Wash- daughter. Mrs. Cecil Prior.
The Garden Club meets Thursday posers. Mrs. Faith U. Brown, mezzo iand
!Keller- WilIiam Knight. Edgar Posheld
before leaving for Boston. Their
Momentous happenings in a lngton to Hongkong on the 11th,
at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. soprano. Byron A. Knowlton, bari-, clean.up Week
Virginia Guptill has returned to 'er' Maynard In«raham'
- Edith
#nd und„
9Upervisi0n son. Paul, who has been a surgical rapidly-changing world dull
All
William T. Flint. Mrs. Josephine tone and Mrs Anna Clifford, cellist this
the congratulated him on his victory- Rockland High School after spend' Cavanaugh, Mary Daucett.
A K Walker patient in a Boston hospital, will
Stone and Mrs Margaret Stone are of Friendship will be soloists. The of
ing a vacation with her parents parbs wcre optionally well taken
memory
of
events,
once
vltaly
imand
appointed
him
a
rear
admiral.
here
i and the financial results were very
in charge of the program, and each Little Symphony Orchestra. L. A several unsightl}. spoU about the return with them this week.
Scott Roberts spent the weekend portant to our country. Almost Later he became an Admiral of the
arf rece|vlng at.
gratifying.
member is asked to take her oldest Clark, director will appear in the buntRSS
Weather and tide play an im
forgotten is that May Day in 1898 Navy.
or most Interesting vase to the meet" program. A silver collection will tentjon Home owners are also In- in town.
Richard Thomas of tlie faculty
portant part in this rural island
Earl Martz went Saturday to De- alien an American squadron, com-, Few men of the Navy have been life, such as waiting four weeks to directe<1 ,he play: Warren Barrows,
be taken
1 teresting themselves in the moveIng
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Williams have mcnt
troit, Mich., where he will be em- manded by Commodore George j more highly regarded than w-as cross the bay to her new home. 1 "'as property ’"“•W. Gladys
Mrs Philip R Greenleaf and two
purchased the Boardman house oiii
„ . , _ .
. .
ployed by the General Motors Corp.'...
” I Admiral Dewey. Few acts of darC0StUmC manager; Maurice
children arc visiting her mother. „
.
.
.
„
..I Miss Gertrude Erickson who has
Miss Ruby Drinkwater was weekb . aJ”
' nUned channels ing equal his audacious disregard but at last Mrs. Cow and her five!
Knox street and will occupy the .
.
_ .. ,
Mrs. Harriott Porter ln Norway,
..
w ......
.u
.been employed in Florida for the end guest of relative In BurkcttviUe. eadlng lnto Manila Bay to destroy of Spanish defense measures ln weeks-old calf are safely settled Carleton, stage manager; Lucille
northern half this month.
i, .
,
Dean. Marjorie Brodls and Alice
for two weeks.
„ — . winter is visiting her sister. Mrs
Miss Faustina Robinson. R N of
,
Those from here who attended ‘‘•he Spanish fleet.
entering Manila Bay. during Which at Hillside Farm, and Farmer Lee Macdonald, prompters.
_
_
.
.
.
.
.
,.
Gifford
Calderwood.
Wllliams-Brazier Unit. American St. George, has been appointed sub-,
Early cn the fateful morning he emulated the exploit of another Wilson ls again delivering milk
the Townsend Convention Sunday
The officers cf the Dramatic
Capt. and Mrs. William Minnick. ia Bangor were: Mr and Mrs. Frank
Legion Auxiliary, diet Friday night
Town Nurse during a leave
® little armada of nine vts- j naval hero. Admiral David O. Far- regularly.
Club
are: President, Carroll Rich
Mr and Mrs H D. Crie returned
to elect officers, and delegates and of absence granted Mrs. Katherine who have been at Edisto Island. S C Richards. Mr and Mrs. Edward tc“s st<amed pnst lhe threatening I ragut, with whom Dewey had served
ards; vice president. David Eaton;
to
their
home
here
last
Tuesday.
alternates to the Legion Conven- w nint. and begins her duties today | for the winter, are now at their Josselyn. Mr. and Mrs Ericson. Mr gurs c< Corregidor and entered the in Civil War days.
business manager. Edith Cavan
tion to (jc held at Houlton in June |
__ __________
home on Beauchamp street. Capt. and Mrs Addison Young. Mr. and bay The bdltle be«an almost at
L. Cohen is spending a few days
“What would Farragut do?” was
augh; production manager, Maurice
at
the
Samuel
White
home.
Miss Jessie Stewart, chairman of RALPH AYERS
i Minnick commands the Donald Mrs. Collier Hills and daughter once and f,vc hours latCT
sP«n- a question he would ask himself in
Carleton.
the
Uve an
an active
actlve ana
and useiui
usefUi m
Mrs. Maxwell Young and chil
wiv nominating committee, present-1 To live
mee Dodge yacht
vavnu.
Mrs. Clara Richards. Mrs Della
r‘CFt of
12 or more vesseU a tense situation. “I confess."
ed these officers, who were duly jS
privilege and blessing of com-1 Mrs. Arthur Berry ent
entered Corn Smith. Mrs. Rena Marshall. Ralph had
wrote Admiral Dewey. “I was think dren recently spent several days
iUnk °r wre afire
SOUTH THOMASTON
elected: President. Sadie Chaples; 1 paratively few people. Ralph Ayers munity Hospital Friday- ier medi
Richards. A. D. Coose. Charles
Desp,,e the ^accuracy of Span- ing of him on the night we en as guests of relatives at Matinicus
Miss Mildred Pierce of Bucksport
senior vice president. O'.ive Fales; whose death occurred at his home cal treatment,
The
census
was
taken
here
the
tered
Manila
Bay."
Spruce. Eddie Prince. A B. Stevengu,lflrc- each °f the American
recently visited her parents Mr and
Junior vice president, Emma Kal in Thomaston is an example of the j The weekly meeting of the Bap- son. John Leach. Daniel Yates. Wil- ‘hlps
Always appreciative of the value past week by Miss Fales.
hlt one or raorc tunw'
loch; secretary, Helen Lynch; fact that such an experience ls not tist Ladies' Circle will be emitted
The Coast Ouard boat called Mrs. Arthur Pierce.
liam Wellman. John Wellman. but the casualties were few Only I of the .United States Marines to here Wednesday to pick up two
Judge and Mrs. Oscar Emery of
treasurer. Harriet Williams; ser impossible.
two officers and e^ht enlisted men 'the Navy, Admiral Dewey once said
j Wednesday as several of tlie memGeorge Hall and Clcmeret Walden.
Bar
Harbor and Mr. and Mrs.
geant at arms. Shirley Williams;
fishermen
who
had
rowed
here
for
Mr Ayers was born in Rockland bers will attend the meeting of the
man I“no finer military organization
Good Cheer Class will have din were wounded while net
historian. Charlotte Gray; chaplain. Nov 4. 1861. son of George F and Lincoln Baptist Association in Bel
aid for their boat which had en- Woodbury Brackett of Houlton
was killed.
than
the
Marine
Corps
exists
in
ner Tuesday night at the "Wife
gine trouble six miles out from , spent the weekend at tlie Bartlett
Edna Smith, executive committee, Haanet Hosmer Ayers. For 30 years fast.
! All but one of Dewey's vessels tlie world."
Brier"
ln Belfast.
Edna Young; Lilia Williams Doris as a traveling salesman he gained
carried United States Marines. Two
A few aging veterans of the here. She w-as taken in tow by a' home.
Mrs. H. O. Hcistad left today to
Miss Camilla Emery spent the
Brazier Spear. These officers will a wide and varied experience.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wiggin
i spend a week with Miss Ellen Dean
days after the battle a Marine of- Battle of Manila Bay still survive. White Head surf boat and landed
weekend
with her parents Mr. and
have
returned to theiir home in
be installed jointly with those of
in
Rockland.
fleer
and
a
detachment
of
sea
sol

The
historic
flag,
hoisted
by
tlie
For four years he helped start Tolman, in Auburn, Mass
Mrs. Eugene Emery.
North Jay.
Willlams-Brazier Post. A. L., in emergency hospitals in Grand
diers landed at Cavite, and after Marines at Cavite Ls preserved
' • 1 -........ —
Arthur Morin is on vacation from
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dean and
June, tlie definite date to be an Rapids. Mich and in New Haven, of a kindly genial gentleman who
restoring order in tire town hoisted among the relics of tlie Naval Aca CUSHING
his
duties at Carleton. French A;
son
Laurence of Portland were in
nounced Delegates to the Depart- an£, Mveral other New Engiand had come to know many of the
demy at Annapolis, while Dewey's
Willis Vinal of Warren was a
,
town over the weekend.
ment Convention m June were '
es As Um(,s changed he left world's phases He found the great- Co.
flagship Olympia, still a rather visitor here Sunday.
vanced
sale
of
tickets,
and
they
may
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Redding have
Mr and Mrs. Parker Jackson have
elected
Sad.c^Chaples.. O..\
work and obtained a responcomfort among the people who
be obtained at the ticket office at trim-looking craft, swings idly at
H. L. Killeran was in Skowhegan
Fales. Margaret Spear.
Letitia sible position with the Boston bad their abode ln his home town j returned to Stonington after visiting the Opera House the night of the her dock at Philadelphia.
moved to Owl's Head.
Monday
on
business.
Starrett. Olive Brazier and Carrie i Elevated Road He afterward came and his home county. To be with, friends and relatives here.
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper and M.ss
Outmoded by her more modern
performance.
Mrs. Lettie Young of Thomaston
Mr and Mrs. Harold Thurber and
Louise Butler are ill.
Carroll were chosen as alternates
sisters
of
the
Navy,
the
little
vessel
' to Rockland his home and hearina liis family and among his friends. I
This
program
will
be
given:
“
The
ls
making
her
home
with
her
sister
io nociuana. ms nome ano nearing
’’’
. children
en were weekend guests of
The Rock Club met at ’he home of
ii
vacanev
in
the
firm
of
5^illiam
intellectual mind and keenly. iI Capt and Mrs. Ralph ««?
OI
a
vacancy
in
me
nrm
oi
wiuiam
W’orster in Swimming Hole in the Baptist is reminiscent of that nearly for- i Mrs L. B Ulmer while she is emof Mr .and Mrs. Stanley Macgcwan
Church." Gi&nina Galanti; “Afraid gotten episode of Spanish- Ameri- ployed at Burnham-Morrill factory SIMONTON
Gray A- Sons, granite contractors, observant, he maintained a close Bernarc)
Saturday night. Mr. and Mrs W
of the Dark." Ralph Young; “Ca oan War days, when Dewey gave ! in Friendship.
The annual meeting of the Sim
working at High Island he applied louch with current affairs.
i
Aubrey Coose passed the
O Maloney, Charles Knights and
mille." Joan Setter; "Tlie Big Pa his lamous battle order: "You may
There was no school at Pleasant onton Community Association was
for and received another responsible _
Mrs.
ruiiirx
weekend with her sister
Mrs. Warren Knights were cuc’ts.
rade." James Wentworth; music. fire when ready. Oridley."
■ Point last Tuesday owing to illness held May 2 in Community hall Of
Blanche Moody in Union,
Mr. Knights and Mrs Weston position as assistant superintendent ROUND POND
' of the teacher Mrs Marcia Davis. ficers elected were: Laurence Mil
H.gh School orchestra; 'Midship
in
charge
of
«0
men.
|
Mrs
Mary
Geyer
who
spent
the
Mr
and
Mrs
Zcbediah
Norton
Young were awarded prizes for top
man Eas; Muriel Young; "HomeW. B Holder has had his ga ler. president; Donald Simonton,
Upon
leaving
the
lsland
at
the
winter
in
Boston
has
returned
and
Allen,
and
Sergeant
Fred
scores, while Mr Young and Mi s.
coming;'
’
Alan
Johnson;
China
rage
moved from hLs former place vice president; Mrs Lillian Dunton,
C.
F.
WILLIAMS
&
CO.
I Rice spent the weekend in BrooksTheodore Rowell received consola completion of the contract Ralph home.
Blue Eye.'. Pauline True; music,
to his new farm in North Cushing. secretary; Mrs. J. Chester Melvin,
camc
home
and
with
his
unfailing
|
h
Thacker
of
Roslindale.
Mass.
1
vific.
tions. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Ida Smith is assisting at the treasurer; directors. Cecil Annis,
..
High
■
< > lostra; "Canada."
Mrs. George Potter and sen courage he built up a business of was guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs
Anthony Arau and son Anthony. Jpnncfs Euglry; "YeUow Butterhome of her daughtcr-ln-lavv, Mrs. Joseph Merton, Raymond Simon
his
own
in
which
he
was
successful
Fred
Doering,
have returnedI to Whitman.
fHrs..
Thurlow.
Clark ol Needham. Mas'., were
EAST BOOTIIBAV, MAINE
1 Herbert Smith, who has been ill ton, Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Miller,
) The Universalist Sewing Society after visiting his mother. Mrs Minweekend guests of her mother, Mrs. until his health failed.
41Th83 with influenza, but is now recover committees, dance. Mr and Mrs.
Hiker,"
F.ai.k
Milliken,
June 24. 19C8 he was married to met Thursday with Mrs Fred Doer- IUe Ar’u
Clifford Clark.
ing.
Cecil Annis, Joseph Morton and
Mrs. Lilia Ames and Mrs. Fred B'ancbe Waldo Robinson and lound ing.
The week of May 6 to 11 has been |
Howard Simonton, entertainment,
Mathews, of Ivy Chapecr. O E S b*s 6rca1cst happiness in his home J Lev Fossett, Emery Richards, set aside as Clean-Up and Paint-Up
Cynicism ls frequently the veneer Mrs. Henry Carver. Mrs. Lawrence
Mrs. Matle Spaulding, of Oolden
amonS bis many relatives and Harry Ross and Artel Bryant were, week with many civic organizations
I which covers.
Miller, and Mrs. Frank Marcello;
| in Waldoboro Thursday to attend and citizens co-operating.
Rod Chapter, and Mrs. Blanche friends.
floral Mrs. J. Chester Melvin, Mrs.
He
is
survived
by
his
widow,
two
the
District
meeting
of
the
I.O.OF
|
Ralph
Haskell.
State
supervisor
of
Vose and Edgar Ames of Grace
Happiness is not perfected until Frank Marcello, Mrs. Raymond
Chapter, attended the meeting Fri- , sisters, Mrs. Grace Ayers Black and | Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Swett and crafts, will speak at the Y.M.C.A '
it
Is shared.—Jane Porter
Simonton.
day of Primrose Chapter, Belfast. {Mus Louise Ayers, a niece, Mrs son Robert of Everett. Mass.. Mr. at 7.30 Wednesday night, in regard

Edward Gilkey Ware of 14 Bel
mont avenue. Camden has been ap
pointed by the U. S. Maritime Com
mission as engine cadet to the S.S
Capulin, operated by the United
States Lines of New York.
Ware. 19. graduated in June 1938
from Camden High School where
he was an honor student. He has
j since studied for one year at Hemp
hill Diesel School. Jan. 29 of this
I year, he took the national competi
tive examination prescribed by the
U. S Maritime Commission for ap
pointments to cadetships and war
No 66 in the engine department ol
The late Francis Cobb, who was the 375 who were successful in the
president of the Cobb Lime Com examinaiton.
pany in the days when Rockland
The S.S. Capulin, to which Cadet
was tlie home ol numerous lime ware jlas peen assigned, is being
manufacturing concerns. Mr Cobb
i father of the late Oovernor William opraled b> the United States Liucs
T. Cobb i was a leader in industrial *n transatlantic service.
and business enterprises and a very ,
------------------prominent figure in Rockland's pros
perity of that period.

ROCKPORT

Dewey At Manila

Yacht Sailmakers

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunn have Doris Brewster and a nephew John and Mrs. William Schlimper and . to craft work in the State and posclosed their heme in town and arc A. Black.
| "Buddy Hamon were here recently ’ sibiiities lor forming a co-operative
nt their cottage at Sione's Point for I He was laid to rest surrounded on a weeks vacation.
|knitting project and other crafts
the summer.
, by beautiful flowers in the Thomas-1 Mrs. Lester Plummer of Damar- here.
There were three tables at the ton cemetery.
iscotta Mills spent last Tuesday
Darryl F Zanch's production of
meeting of tlie Contract Club Fri- | Widely known throughout Knox with her parents Mr. and Mrs. E. John Stelnback's best-seller, "The
day afternoon at the home of Miss County, Mr Ayers leaves memory P. Richards.
Grapes of Wrath', with Henry
Lizzie Lcvansaler. Highest scores
■
(Fonda. Jane Darwell, John Carrawere held by Mrs. Harold F Dana. 1-------------------------------■ ‘
■
'dine and Charles Grapcwin in the
Miss Lucy Rokes and Mrs Lee W.
leading roles, will be presented at
the Comique Theatre on Wednes
day and Thursday. Today the fea
ture ia "Slightly Honorable ' with
Pat OBrien, Edward Arnold and
Rutli Terry.
i
i

FUR COLD
STORAGE

Only the
for Mother!

James Mutch

SPECIAL NOTICE!
Just back from market with a few new
DRESSES AND COATS

Food Mixer

gift that will be enjoyed by all
the family. Does every mixing task
easily, quickly, thoroughly. Only
>«3.75 complete with juircr.
A

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

House-Sherman, Inc.

FURRIERS

TEL. 721
441 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MF.
54-M

16 SCHOOL STREET.

I

ROCKLAND. ME.

James Mutch. 79. died Sunday
morning at the home of his daugh-1
ter. Mrs Clarence Mitchell. Wash- '
ing ton street. He was born ln Scot- j
land and had been a resident of t
this town for about a year, having
come here from Vinalhaven.
I|
! He ls survived by three daughters,
Mrs. Ronald Freeman. Mrs. Laura |
Ingraham and Mrs. Mary Mitchell. I
all of this town; four sons. Edwin'
and George Mutch of Camden.
James Mutch. Jr., of New Bedford.
Mass., and Willis Mutch of Vinal- '
haven.
Funeral services will be held at
the residence of Clarence Mitchell
Tuesday at 4 o'clock. Rev. w. F
Brown officiating. Burial will be
In Mountain cemetery.
j

YOUR FURS ARE VALUABLE
Place them with Dependable Furriers for
Safe Handling
Most modern methods known used, rhey
are Insured from the time we receive them,
and are cared for as furriers are trained. A
phone call will bring our car.
F-stimates cheerfully given for any Repairs,
Remodeling and Cleaning.

HAMILTON BEACH

1

TEL. 540

Youthful Orators

‘

The annual Junior Prize Speaking
Contest wfil be held in the Camden
Opera House Wednesday nipht
;t
o'clock There has been no aj-

ECONOMY

CLOTHES
SHOP

435 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
(Opposite Perry’s Market)

HATS
New Shades

Dress Shirts Sweat Shirts

For Men and
Young Men

FOR MEN
Full Cut, Correctly
Sized. Extra Value

QUALITY
EXTRA VALUE
WORTH MORE

$1.17

79c

67c

MEN'S

DRESS
• HOSE
l'.eautiful Patterns
Stripes and Plaids

14c

WORK
PANTS
EXIRA VALUE
SAM-'ORIZED

97c
WORTH $1.25

WORK
SHIRTS
BLUE CHAMBRAY
SPECIAL VALUE

47c
WORK CLOTHES
SPORTSWEAR
Mail Orders Filled
We Pay Postage

DRESS
PANTS

YOUR FEET

y/i l/ou/i

SHOES!

LARGE ASSORTMENT
$1.97, $2.97. $3.97
FOR MEN AND
YOUNG MEN

SWEATERS

KILLING YOU

WO

★PAIN in your feel
is a sure sign there
is something wrong
with your shoes
« HtALIH SPOT
SHOES are not
just another shoe.
They are SCIEN
TIFICALLY de
signed to SUP
PORT and BAL
ANCE your bodyweight in your feet
as Nature intend
ed. Thus removing
THE CAUSE of

$1.97

Button, Zipper or Snap-ons

UNION
SUITS

57c

Short Sleeves. Long I^gs
EXTRA VALUE

OVERALLS
Deep Tone Denim
Heavy Duty Fabric
Regular Value $1.25

87c

foot trouble.

★ If you have problem
feet — see us at once! We
are authorized fitters of

NECKWEAR

HEALTH SPOT SHOES

Wool Lined: Reg. 55c Value
Hand Made. Selected Fabrica
2 FOR 89c

DUNGAREES
Correctly Sized

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND,

9

Reinforced—Worth Much More

Guard YOUR FOOT HEALTH IH HEALTH SPOT SHOES
-F

Ml

i >-•'

* era
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Every-Other-Day

OClETY.

Miss Rose O'Neil and Mrs J. n il
[ Robinson arc guests at the home of
! Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wiggin.

A Happy Day For Them

This And That

Grant Davis, Meredith Dondis
and Clarence Peterson wtfre home
from University of Maine over the
weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker and i Members of X CS Club were en
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walsh of J tertained at sewing and luncheon i Mrs M v deRoquel ne fornierNorth Cambridge, Mass., were J Thursday night at the home of Mis. ly‘of Damarls!.otta and Augusta,
A welcome to thc public will be
extended by Knox Hospital au
weekend guests of relatives ln this Myron Mank. Tlie meeting next president of the newly reorganized
thorities Thursday in observance
city.
I week will be with Mrs. Roscoe McBy K. S. P.
State of Maine Society, is pleased
of National Hospital Day, and in
-------' Kenney.
to announce that the first big rally
gesture of cordiality tea will be
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stoddard
of the Club was held at the Ward- j
If and when the storm windows served at the Bok Memorial Home
entertained at a family supper Sat
Donald Walker has returned nlan Park Ho(c, jn Washington. D
are taken down, be sure to see that for Nurses from 2 to 3.30 in thc
urday Mr. and iMrs. Eugene Stod home, after a weeks treatment a, g
evcnjng of May 2d. A special
thc broken panes and all the afternoon.
dard, Mrs. Fred Leach, Mr. and [ Knox Hospital.
i dinner was tendered the reception
needed re-putty work is attended
Residents of Rockland and en
Mrs. Oeorge St Clair, Dr. and Mrs.
' committee by Mr. and Mrs. August
to before they arc stored away. virons are urged to take advantage
Charles Leach, Capt. and Mrs.
Diligent Dames will meet Thurs- p Eberly Jr pcrmanent summfr
Then you will be happy when thc of this opportunity to become bet
John Stevens and daughter Kay, day with Mias Charlotte Buffum.
Q{ Bridglon Mr after whlch
ter acquainted with the medical
cold days come again.
and Mrs. Wilbur Cross and daugh Mrs Joseph Emery, assisting the thc recpivlng ,lne was formed
• • • •
and surgical facilities offered at
ters, Mary and Alice.
hostess. A large attendance Ls de ihe Dragon Room. Senator and
Finding papyrus hard to procure this remedial center for ailments.
sired as this ls the last meeting of Mrs Wallace H. White, Jr., Con
Members of the hospital staff
Mrs. N. B Aikens hts returned the season.
Eumenes II, King of Perganiua ln
«
gressman Ralph O. Brewster and
to Salem, Mass., after a visit with 1
the second century BC, introduced will serve as Informative guides
Mrs. Brewster. Cong. James P.
the use of sheep and cattle skins ar.d tlie visit will prove instructive,
Mr and Mrs Alton Brown.
Junior Harmony Club meets
Oliver.
ex-Congressman Beedy,
pleasantly social and provide a
1 for writing purposes.
! Thursday at fi 30, with Miss Bertha
Mrs. E. E. Marton of Portland was Coombs, 183 Limerock street. Mem i Carroll J.) Marion Martin, assis
gratifying knowledge of the cxtant chairman to John R Hamilton.
the weekend guest of relatives here,1
Did
you
realize
that
It's
seieral
tent to which this Institution
bers are asked to make reservations
Mrs. Powell Clayton of Belfast, Mr,
her son Richard returning with her for the Federation at that time.
Helen May Harjula, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Uarjula, cele brated her fourth birthday anniversary degrees colder til the country In figures in civic responsibility and
ar.d Mrs. Harold N. Marsh, and
after a week's visit.
at the home of her grandmother. Mrs. John Holbrook. 21 Jefferson street, by entertaining a group of friends. the winter than in thc cities? This service
Oscar Cox. and Mrs. deRoquelaine Left to right: Gerald Harjula, George Brackett, Richard Merrifield. Helen May Harjula hostess, David Erick
0Wjng probably to the smoke
The annual meeting of the Rock
Mrs Mida Packard was high line
welcomed the guests of whom there Harjula. Jean Harjula, Helen May Holbrook, Patricia Holbrook. Christine Carvarson.
JAMES J. CLEMENT
land Society for the Hard cf Hearand uuildings.
at bridge, at tlie Friday meeting of ing, was held Thursday at Uie home ' were ncarly 100 members and more , James J. Clement, 82, member of
Corner Club held with Mrs. I. J.
Tlie Red Cross has cabled to tlie thc administration of Oov. Percival
of the president. Mrs. Gladys than 100 guests. Dancing, bridge,1 Thomas P.etroski is the guest of SAVAGE-BENNER
Shuman.
Thomas. The nominating commit- I mi sic (both vocal and instrumen- , his brother Frank Pietroski ;n Dor- I At the bride's home 125 Camden
League of Red Cross Societies of P Baxter, died Saturday ln Belfast.
The Knox County annual Contee, composed of Mrs. Mary Veazie. 1 ta'*’ refreshments, pleasant con- I Chester, Mass.
street Sunday afternoon Harold B
___ for a relief fund for
Mr Clement was born ln Knox
Geneva $3,000
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott has re
—
Savage and Miss Lenore W Ben- j ventlon of the W.C.T.U Is being
7hUdr "
chairman. Mrs. Florence Lovejoy j venations. and greetings as friends
June 7. 1857, sop of George and
turned to his office after attending
The Mission Circle cf the First
were united in marriage, Rev. Held May 16 in Friendship Metho- ,
* * * a
the New England Ostecpathic Con and Miss Laura Sylvester, presented jfrlends- a11 combined to make Baptist Church will meet In the william J. Day, former pastor of(<U»t Church, opening with a wor- , Reccntly # .<chndren-a crusade Hannah Foster Clement. He moved
this
list
of
officers
for
the
ensuing
i
first
blB
Bet-together
of
Maine
to Montvillc as a boy and lived
vention, in Providence, R I. Mrs
church parlors Wednesday p. m., the First Baptist Church officiating sh‘P service at 2 o'clock by the pusClll|drcn- was jtarlcd jj, yCr- there much of Ills life where he
year,
president,
Mrs.
Thomas;
first
j
l0
'*
ts
ln
Washington
a
pleasant
exScarlott. wlflS has been at tlie Mas
'at 2.30
| and using the double ring service [‘or of the Adventist Church; Ad- mont and
chose conducted a farm and a store.
sachusetts Osteopathic Hospital, ln vice president. Miss Helen Carr; sec- | perience. The main object of the
------I Tlie bride wore blue crepe with j dress ot welcome by the local presl- Dorolhy Canfleid puher as their
ond
vice
president,
Mrs.
Nathan
Club
is
to
give
the
folks
of
Maine
Mr. Clement served as State
Boston, for observation returned
Miss Flora Colson who has been white accessories and a corsage ol dent; a response, by Mrs. Etta Per- jcader to carry their effort for- Senator from Waldo County and
Witham, treasurer; Mrs. Frank
Washington, particularly the
with him.
____
______
_ ________
by helping children of war- also as a member of thc State House
Hewett;. ______
recording
secretary._____
Miss 1 younger element, a place for proper home on a vacation of several white carnations. Members of the Raid, of Camden; greetings. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker and' Maude Marsh; corresponding sec- and desirable social connections; as weeks, has returned to thc Massa- immediate families attended the Augusta Christie. State President; r(ng nations If 25 000 000 children of Representatives before his elec
donate onc cent cacH that will tion to the Governor s Council. He
Mr and Mrs. Charles Walsh of retary, Mrs. F F Brown. After the :‘he different planes of society in chusetts General School of Nursing, ceremony and reception which fol- appointment of committees; county
lowed. Tlie couple were unat- ! activities by county president Miss
grcatly this kindly thought also served thc town as superinten
Cambridge, Mass., were guests of business session, a social time was Washington is not conducive to easytonrirH
I Margaret v-i*uuu»,
Crandon; tne
- t))c
... _ .____ ...____________
The Women s Foreign Missionaryr tended
uie regional
vt, school_ dent of schools, selectman, con
Mr. and Mrs. Lody Cross and Mr. enjoyed, tea being served by the j social connections. Therefore, tlie
I and Mrs. Justin Cross over the hostess. with Mrs Brown assisting. State Societies seem to fill the need Society of the Methodist Church | The bridegroom ls a soil of Mr conference, Mbs Amy Fackt. who chlldren wh0 through Elizabeth stable and tax collector. He had
weekend, while preparing their cot- The next meeting will be held j which is recognized by both the will meet ln the vestry Thursday and Mrs John F Savage of Mt *» the guest speaker; reports of thc Merrlu and Hoyt Barrctt or|gi. lived at Belfast 14 years. He was
. Vernon and a graduate of Farm- secretary, treasurer and auditor naled Blc movement.
tage at Cocpci's Beach for occu- Thursday May 9, at thc Baptist older and younger residents, who aiternoon at 2.33
a member ol Union Harvest Grange
. ington High School. He is now em-'directors; music; offrring; election
....
have not sojourned in the city very
pancy.
vestry.
of Montvillc and Masonic bodies at
Joyce, daughter of Mr and Mrs ployed by the Munsey Auto Sales of officers; reading of minutes of | <1Is my £on gcttlng weu ground- Liberty and attended thc First
I long and the opportunity to pass a
ln iangUggcsy
'pleasant social evening with ones O W. Jenkins observed her eighth J Co. The bride is a daughter of meeting; prayer. Mrs. Clara Emery
Church at Belfast.
birthday
Monday
by
entertaining
a
Mrs
Leila
F.
Benner,
and
in
the
of
Rockland;
supper.
At
G
o'clock
..j
wculd put lt cvcn .stronger He is survived by son son. P. A.
'neighbors, is appreciated by many.
■ It is planned to have excursions group of friends at an after-school past 12 years has attended to the there will be an executive meeting. lban that •• rcp!|cd tlie teacher. “I Clement of Belfast, two grandj,c
I during the summer, hikes, weekend party at her home on State street. [ important duties of secretary cf it 7 15 a worship service by pastor lnay
getting really daughters, Mrs Stuart B Farnham
Tuberous Begonias, started in window boxes.
picnics, bus rides to points of in Gaines were played and refresh-' the Rockland Chamber of Com of the Methodist Church; at 7.30 stranded'1
of Rockport and Miss Pauline A.
Star of Bethlehem plants that will blossom
....
ments served, Mrs. W. Gray assist- 'Bierce. She is a graduate of in address by Miss Fackt. There
terest, etc.
Clemen1 of Belfast, and onc great
ing. and daughter Audrey. Unable Rockland High School.
will be no morning service. The local
This item is from a contemporary grandson Stuart B Farnham, Jr.,
all Summer
to attend party, because of Illness,
The couple will reside at 139 union will furnish hearty food, and newspaper, “It is recalled tlwt thc of Rockport.
We have many Gifts of permanence in Pottery and ( opper,
and a pleasing assortment of Blooming Plants and Cut Flowers.
was Mrs L. Jameson. Tlie little Union street, where they will be "at others attending are asked to bring great-grandfather of Maxine ElThc funeral will be held at 2 p.
hostess received many nice gifts. home" after May 12.
sweets.
Holt, the Rockland, Maine-bom m. today at thc home with Rev.
' actress who died recently, was a Frederick D Hayc officiating.
Mr and Mrs. John Allen Jr. and I
cousin of Henry W Longfellow.
Several members of the local Rug MAYNARD S. WU,LIS
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 318-W
i party of friends fro.n Saint John
Maynard
S
Willis.
71,
an
employe
the poet."
THE
TIMES
!
The W.C.T.U will observe Child
..
_
„
,
Club
have
attractive
patterns
en54-57
N. B.. called Sunday at Uie home of ,
. .
. . ,
, .„ .
Health Day and Mothers Day with
................
1 ..
„
tered m the hooked rug exhibit, be- of the Maine Ccntrpl Railroad for
Tire Curtiss, thc first Navy ves- a May party Friday afternoon at
Mr Aliens s.ster. . is.
ertruoc
conducted Monday, Tuesdav and 44 years, died suddenly April 21 at
Sabien, 855 O.d County road.
Wedneaday by Mrs. McO0wn. teach. his home on Edward street. Mr. sel designed and built as a sea- 2.30, in the Congregational vestry.
Willis retired from the Railroad plane tender, was launched April invitations have been sent to 100
Miss Beverly Bowden and Miss er and designer at Concord Inn. lour years ago. He was a lifelong 2® a‘ Camden, N. J, named for ! mothers of babies registered on the
Concord.
Mars.
Those
attending
Barbara Philbrook were hostesses
resident of Rockland, a faithful and the l*tc Glenn H Curtiss, aviation cradle rolls and beginners classes
at a party Sunday night at Miss frcm ,hte vicinlt>' are Mrs RaIPh L
efficient worker, and many friends picnetr.
of the local Sunday schools, and
Wiggin,
Mrs.
Arthur
F.
Lamb
and
Bowden's home, which turned out
are sorrowed by his demise.
I
to Miss Eliza Steele. Hostesses are
Mrs.
Russell
E.
Bartlett
of
Rcckto be a surprise miscellaneous
He is survived bv his w.dow. Hazel
Rrally sood datc pal,n trecs rTO' Mrs. Minnie Cross. Mrs. Susie Lamb.
shower in honor of Miss Edna Gam land. Mrs. L. S McElwee 'teacher E. Willis, and a sister. Mrs. Fan- dute 350 poundfi of IrU,t Mch **’
Mrs Vint-ie Clark. Mrs. I ena Ste
age Gaines followri the ope-jiu cf the local club» and Mrs. Robert
nie E Pirkett of Manchester, N IL son and they aic luscious when vens and Miss Ada Young. Mrs.
McKinley
of
Union.
Mrs.
T
Jcnof gifte, and refreshments were
fresh ripe. California date gar
Burial was In Lea View cemetery.
Clara Emery Is program chairman.
served. Guests were the Misses ness French of Camden and Mrs
dens arc very beautiful and prof.t'Belva Robisl.aw, Helene Carnes, [ Herbert taClu of Warren'
ablc.
Mrs. D. A. Kaler is recovering
• • • •
New Under-arm
j Jessie Olds. Alice Barton and Doro- [
from a severe attack of grippe at If I had to live by Emily Post,
thy Cassidy, and Donald Willis I Mrs Forest Hatch was hostess
her home on Broadway.
I .ear I would miss what I like Cream Deodorant
"Buddy" McClure. Donald Saunders. last nlght to the Monday Niters.
most
Michael Kirkpatrick. Donald Sim- Prizewinners were Mrs. O B. Brown,
Golden Rod Chapter meets Fri
irons and Walter Anders in Miss i Mrs. William Hooper. Miss Dons
In things to do ajid tilings |o Stops Perspiration
day night. Members will visit Ma
wear
Philbrock was the winner in the Hyler and Mrs Austin Huntley, and rion Chapter in Gardiner May 20
ribbon contest.
consolation to Mrs. Arthur Bowley with the worthy matron. Mrs Bes And tilings to write awl things
to share.
------------------------------------------------ Mrs. Huntley received the dom
sie Church, and thc worthy patron,'
prize. A happv feature was thr
Jesse E Bradslrcet a guest offiTime to Play
presentation of two birthday cafcee
ccrS|
Tlie
storm was increasing in
G P A PH I ( S
to Miss Ruth Hatch and Mrs. Boaviolence. Some of the deck fit
lcy. In honor of their anniversaries.
Opportunity Class met Thursday
Tlie meeting next week will be witn at thc home of Mrs Lena Young, tings had already been swept
overboard; and tlie capttuin de
THEATRE
Miss Doris Hyler.
with 32 members and three guests
1. Does not rot dresses, does
•d.Id 2510
cided that thc time had come to
present. This program was present
not irritateAkin.
send up a signal of distress.
2. Nowairmgtodry.Canbeuscd
IIII.LS OF MAINE
ed: Readings. Mrs Corrice Randall,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Hardly
had
thc
recket
burst
right after shaving.
(For The Courier-Gazette|
Mrs Katherine Collins, Miss Alice
3. Instantly stops perspiration
John Steinbeck's
.. . . .
,
,
_
over tlie ship when a solemn1 Staunch! Cemented to the earth
Mclntosh;
vocal
solo,
Raymond
y
a
.
.
..
for 1 to J days. Removes odor
In vaet and towering pillars
‘GRAPES OF WRATH’ | The
faced passenger stepped up to thc
Hills of Milne are gram e bound
from perspiration.
Pendleton, Jr ; piano solo. Mrs. Nel
bridge.
1 With fringing pines and cedars
IU1NRY FONDA
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain

Refreshments were
, To trim their brusque and ravished lie Magunc.
JANE DARWELL
. .
,
..
1 "Captain.' lie said, "Id be the
less vanishing cream.
curve*
served by thc hostesses, Mrs. Young,
JOHN UARRIDINE
5. Arrid has been awarded the
That storm, liave plundered ever.
last man on earth to cast a damp
Approval Sea I of the Amer it a n
CHARLES GRAPCWIN I With wvterfalls and sparkling streams Mrs. Collins and Mrs. Beulah Wot
er on anyone, but it seems to me
| That failed to break their lever
Institute of Laundering for
ton.
I that this is no time to let off fire
EAST TIMES TODAY
' Oh! ncble and enduring hills
being harmless to fabrics.
Thv brave example tendeth
“Slightly Honorable”
works.'--London Daily Mirror.
25 MILLION jara of Arrid
To strengthen man In weakes- hours
Gratitude ls thc memory of thc
With eouragp and endtirln-j powers.
hava been aold. Try a jar today I
PAT O'BRIEN
Provokes In hint rare poesy
heart.—War Cry
EDWARD ARNOLD
Dickens was a most excellent
! And longings for asrend'incy
TONIGHT
( To live In character and heart
man to give advice and tills is a
■ Gracefully and fill lift a valiant part
BIG CASH NITE. $220.(10
good example of his thought: "Try ajftai
Al all atoree •riling Inilrt gnn«la
K S F
( sIms in IO/ and 3**/ Jar*
Roekland
Wednesday-Thursday
to do to others as you would have
them do to you, and do not be dis-1
EVERYTHING YOU WANT I
couraged If they fail sometimes.'
Famnti* •lory...
You needn't.
Today and Wednesday
grand cast...and best
• • • •
of all.
Skendan
When your car Is going dewn a
long steep hill, did you ever notice
that thc safest procedure is to
.: : AT : :
shift into low gear and apply theOLIVER HARDY
footbrake as required.
HARRY LANGDON
May 2 and tlie first day to see
Children’s Mat. Today 4 P. M.
persons out digging greens. Perry
bags and sharp knives were the
THURSDAY
handy hand-full they held.
366 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
....
TEL 122
jhosi mu-HAPpy
I Los Angeles. Calif., has a wom
HILL-BILLIES APE
an's Round Table lor thc purpose
Gin you imagine any gift Mother would love more than a lovely, efficient,
A-GUNMN' AGAIN!
of educating women to take decis
REC f 3 DU ART PERMANENT WAVE, $3.00
labor-saving Mixmaster? Mixmaster brings freedom from the tiring arm-w^ork
ive part with men In solving this
of cooking, baking, getting meals. Whether it's creaming the butter and sugar
nation's greatest problems.
REG. $7 FREDERIC PERMANENT WAVE 5.00

White Ribboners

TWO SPECIALS FOR MOTHER’S DAY

READ THE ADS

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

WujbMpIMM

COMIQUt

ARRID

MOTHERS’ DAY SPECIAL

../Ihm

ZENdBIA

ECONOMY
BEAUTY PARLOR

^

for a cake, blending your favorite salad dressing or whipping creamy-fluff
mashed potatoes — with Mixmaster you have the perfect mixing speed at your
finger-tips . . . instantly. You simply "tune in” the speed to suit the need —
they are all plainly lettered on the Mix-Finder dial — easy-to-see, easy-to-set
and scientifically right. Mixmaster, complete with juice extractor, $23.75.
Pay only $1.75 down; $2.75 monthly

INE
WHY

.

• • • A

REG. $7 PARK AVE PERMANENT WAVE 5 00
REG. $7 PARK AVE. MACHINELESS,

5.00

Special Notice: All materials used are of stand
ard make and fully guaranteed. All cut-rate ma
terials discontinued.

MRS. DW1NA SMITH has returned to our

staff and will welcome all friends and patrons.

NOW PLAYING
"MY SON. MY SON”
with
BRIAN AHERNE
MADELEINE CARROLI.

Strand

Shows: Mat. 2: Evf. 6.45 and 6.45
('■intlniitnix Salttnlav 2.15 to 10.45
siiintij Slit 3— llsyllglit Time

Tlie birch tree sheds Its bark
as well as its. leaves annually.
• • • •
A specimen of a giant turtle that
once swam the Kansas seas may be
seen at the Peabody Museum of
Yale University. It far exceeds in
size any living turtle of today.
• • • •
“Mama, is water good for a
VWffch?"
I “Why, no. dear, water will rust
the works and sport a watch.'1
I "Then why did Daddy say he
IkkI his watch in soak to help paj
tlie bills?”

WEAVER BROTHERS

ELVIRY

Plus TALLY-1IO, S25.00
Children’s Matinee Today
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They Heard Townsend

know tliat these needy veterans and

1

Every-Other-Day

but to live fully up lo its highest tra-, each working lor tiie uaiunou good FISH CULT LitF. STATION
dltlons. this club can have a giander , but found that more wa.s produced
Would Be Established At
and still more glorious future. Out-1 when each family worked for Itself,
Craig Brook—Biologist To
side my home, hard work for this j he pointed out. In the old Instituto Continue
club’s upbuilding and success has! tion of the poor farm everyone of
been for 20 years my major absorb the Inmates able to do so, had some
The House and Senate liave
ing interest, other pleasures aband task to perform and children of
„ .<
f passed the Interior Department an......
oned for its claims upon my time paupers were apprenticed out. so de- |r
and attention, placing it first, gladly pendence on the Government was!™*1 aPPr^rlatlOn bU* Wh*h P,ro/
*0,000 to complete the fish
giving it heart and soul. So it goes not encouraged. Today, millions of
hatchery at Craig Brook, Me., and
countant, with a forceful personality without saying I shall deeply miss people are living at the expense of
begin construction on the new fish
ancj great ability, was considered you, but am deeply g^tetful to you for the rest of the taxpayers, he dewell nttpd fo, hJs ^tl<m Mr | the privilege I’ve enjoyed of serving dared, and t his does not tend to culture station. Site for the new
the! station, which has been authorised
s]pep(,r
on,‘ but in vlew of you. Thank you
for years under a bill introduced by
developmente tiie defects in u,e
Mary Perry Rlch- '------ —’
...... ........ '............. - g,,nator white has not yet been
_ ,
••••
college for students who work their
’
y
Code stand a good cbance of being
nipasnn L Archer dean of 8uf-1
"
,
decided upon but the Bureau of
. .
*
way has convinced him that leaders
remedied
folk
school, Boston, spoke on ^ from
Qf ,tudert FUher.es has been surveying Salem.
Aft.Cr...b0,X 1”nC.h”: T” ynder! “Safeguarding Tomorrow’s Leaderf: rather than from tho8e wh0 have i Me
^ganwfihX “id T^S^ne^ere^h}
*"
jtln^ s«vX T‘a ^oX^a'l

WOMAN’S EDUCATIONAL CLUB

their dependents may have a better
chance to find out their rights.
Knox County Sends a
The V.F.W. has long insisted upon
the necessity for and desirability of
Large Delegation To
a liberalized definition of permanent
the Bangor Meeting
and total disability, to be determined
on an individual basis, rather than
The opportunity of hearing Dr.
J ion an average basis.
Francis E. Townsend, originator of
The World War veteran can blame
the old age pension plan, was em
The Woman’s Fducational Club
only’ himself If this new Pension
braced by many Knox County fol
Bill, which comes up in Congress' held its annual meeting at Grand
' soon is not passed as today Just 25 Army hall, with Mrs. Mary Perry
lowers of that project Sunday when
percent of the World War veterans Rich, the president, in the chair
they formed part of an audience
belong to some veteran orvaniza -Mrs Rich gave an interesting acwhich listened to the famous Cali
tion If vou want a Drotcctlon for count of her trip to Florida While
non ii \ou want a proiec.ion uw
h
fornian in Bangor Sunday.
vourself and vour loved ones do vour there she hail an opportunity to at“There ts no prosperity when a
part by joining the Veterans of tend an out-door forum, which
Foreign Wars. For more informa-, proved somewhat disappointing
few climb to wealth over the backs
Another milestone has Just been | tion. write to Commander Huntley- Negroes were rigidly excluded from
of manv. ’ the veteran doctor told
.
U1 „ ,
„ ,.........., passed by the Veterans’ administra- I Hill Post. Oliver Hamlin. South the meeting by guards placed at
S __________________
Linnell of Portland, Boothbay Harbor lobster propagahis Eastern Maine audience. No
»«,«.«• Thomaston
entrances. She was pleasantly sur- opening exercises conducted by the ! famfiy depended upon its own efforts . william
William S.
following leaders: Lord’s Prayer, rather than expecting
body Is secure today and they won’t I tion in Its adjudication of Veterans
the —
Oovern-, mwnber o{ the Rep^uam National 11011 3tation
for lhis Pur’
• • • •
prised to find Methodism in a most
Mrs. Letitia Starrett; Preamble to ment to pull it out of its difficulties; Cci)nnlttee spoke on «A philosophy P°se were provided last year on the
be until there is an essential change claims, by its issuance of Its service
Frank A Yeung was voted upon flourishing condition in Florida On
.. Tbp present tendency understanding that the State would
ln our national economy People fetter of April 2, providing for more , and‘accepted as a new member of the whole she had a very enjoyable the Constitution. Mrs Emma Brad- and considered It a form of begging;
street; Salute To The Flag. Mrs. for one of the children to ask al^
train f0J. white collar Jobs then take over Uhe work; this has
ure too concerned chasing the dol- , ijberal standards for determining the I our Post last meeting
He will be trip.
Ellen Dyer. The officers’ reports wagon ride from one of the neigh- rather than for produclive Indusbeen done and the approprlalar to think in terms of the general fXjst(,nce of a permanent and total given his obligation May 17. Com
Until the arrival of the 5 o’clock
were
given
and
Martha
Burkett
and
t>ors,
whereas
the
youth
of
today
,
rjesl
j
h
e
pointed
out
as
it
is
the
,ion
t*i th*s year’s bill will continue
welfare," the doctor said
disability.
rade Young served ln the U. S Navy, speaker, the Augusta mix-up fur Margaret Dyer were admitted to nne the highways thumbing rides. fasbion ,0 #0 thrOugh college It Federally.
“Consequently," he continued.
nished
the
chipf
topic
for
discussion
One of the most progressive, far seeing service In Scotland and
membership
Perfect attendance?
those days it was considered a whether the studen, has leanings At Craig Brook there is a deep
•relief is the most important ques sighted steps taken by the Veterans’ France during the World War He Manv were of the opinion that more
than
one
person
must
have
been
L
°
r
‘
nB
'
EtUl
Sanborn
'
Em:na
!
disgrace
to call on the town and ,hat way qt no{ with the mu,t lhat pool which can be used for salmon
tion facing the United States to | administration in a leng time, this wa.s appointed as bicycle safety
connected with the misappropriation Bradstreet' Nettie Stewart and Zalde families pulled in their belts in prefwhlte collar profe6sions are top fry to bring them up to six tr seven
day."
[ service letter will, in our opinion, chairman by (lie Commander.
oi
such
large
sums
of
money,
and
Wlnslow
Inc
’
ud
^
in
tbe
critic
s
,
erenc
e
to
doing
so.
'heavy
and
ar<. not enough m-, inches ln length.
He said approximately 10.000.000 mage It possible for several scores of
reports given by Mrs. Nettie Stew- , Modem ideas of regimentation dustrial ieaders ln the State. In Senator White and Representaemploycle people were out of, work thousands of unemployable disabled
uie membership drive is on with tiiat persons having knowledge ol art, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich and
with another lO.OCO.COO elderly peo world war veterans industrially t(le Pos[ and Auxiliary. Tiie ladies the state of affairs should have ex others, were tiie following words: although they may be prompted by times pj,st Maine lias been a leader tive Oliver who have been checking
the production of certain goods the details of the bill as they afple unable to do ar^-thing for them- totally disabled - to be rated by local o( -,le Auxthar . are going to re- posed them at the risk of their Jobs often, neither, finances, scallops and hiunanitarianism. do not. as expect-,
ed.
distribute
the
wealth
but
tend
to
j
gucb
as skis cioth, overshoes, etc., feet Maine, believe that tiie items
The moving picture "Gone With
rating agencies as permanently and crult the men and the members of
selves
Influence.
make the citizens slaves of tiie j and if ,more
nnrp money were snent
spent traintrain- will not
not be touchad in the process
the
Wind"
was
also
discussed.
Doctor Townsend warned his au totally disabled.
rise Post are going to recruit for the
Officers for the ensuing year were Government rather than to make
youth
for
the
less
crowded
vocaof
reconciling
House and Senate
The afternoon speaker. Represen
Millard W. Rice, regulative Rep Auxiliary, tiie loser to furnish a full
dience that “industry cannot ex
elected, the same persons continu the Government the tool of the(
sma
ife
r
expenditures
would
be
versions.
tative
Cleveland
Sleeper,
gave
his
pand unless there is a market for resentative of the Veterans of For course supper ta the winners.
ing in office as last year except that people, he pointed out. as we have needed later for rellef and socUi
----------------- , • • *
views on the Augusta tangle. He
its products." and he said such a eign Wars of the United States, said
Miss Mabel Harding takes the place only to look at countries where it is [ securjty he believes
placed
the
blame
for
the
state
of
afmarket was lacking today because in his letter to Hon John E. Rankin
The Bust ar.d Auxiliary held a
OWL’S H£AD
of Mrs Cora Haraden as secretary. in operation where tiie Bring squad !
Assistant Secretary.
so many millions of employable of Mississippi on veterans commit - joint meeting Friday night with 37 ialrs on the present Code, in opera
• • • •
Parent-Teacher A&sociation will
sees that the work ls accomplished j
__ __ ______
people and their dependents can tee dated April 5, 1940. that such members present. Buffet lunch was tion since 1932. which gives the ConTiie president, Mrs. Mary Perry
meet tonight at 7.30, at Uie town
The Government afforded by our
troller absolute charge of the State Rjch
a <umtnarv of lhe at.
afford only a bare existence.
permanent and total ratings for non
Lose money, lose nothing; lose hall. This will be Uie final meet
served, followed by cards.
Constitution has proved most satis
tinances without his being placed conlplishments of tbe rlub durlllg
Adoption of the Townsend plan, service-connected disabled World
O Hamlin.
honor, lose much; lose heart, lose ing for the season.
factory
over
a
long
period
of
time
under bond. Tuts glaring defect in
jfflcp
the doctor contended wouldbuild | War Veterans will entitle them to
and has produced great leaders, as all—Earl Lytton
the States financial setup has been Thp report fc„ws:
a cash market for goods that would the present disability pension of $30
WALDOBORO
! Though we may be learned by the
lt gives each person an opportuni'y
exposed after great cost to the tax To Educational Club Members:
go a long way to achieve prosperity P«
under veterans’ regula
It is a rare art to say all that .help of another's knowledge, we can
Hughie Miller and Herman Dresto develop his talents and encourages
Furthermore, he said, the Town tion No 1 A Part 3. which we sin ael of New Britain. Conn, were payers, but It will probably result in
Most heartily do I thank you all. Individuals lo productive effort. The ought to be said— and no more.— never be wlces but by our own exthe next Legislature properly amend
splendid loyal club members, for pilgrims tried out the method cf .War Cry
send plan by raising the standard cerely believe ought to be increased weekend guests of Miss Eleanor
1 perience—Montaigne
ing the Code, thus preventing a re vour magnificent teamwork during
of living and guaranteeing the se by this Congress up to at least $60 Wir-chenbach at the home of her
currence.
he
believes
In
spite
of
our 3) years, tonight completed, for
curity of old age would alleviate per month, the same as totally dis parents Mr. and Mrs. D H Win-.
the large sums misappropriated, the your many personal courtesies to
abled veterans of the Spanishcrime, do much to eliminate war and
1
chenbatli
State appears to be paving Its bills, myself.
American war have long received
generally cure the ills of our present
Mrs Arthur Fitzgerald and Mr*.' he declared Governor Barrows de
Additional thousands ol veterans
Called its founder. I've been high
economic system.
suffering with service connected dis Wesley Wincapaw were Rockland serves credit for endeavoring to ly favored in my record 100 percent
As for the present Social Security
straighten out the mess at the risk attendance, summer and winter,
abilities will also therebv be enabled visitors Wednesday.
program. Dr. Townsend referred to
to be rated as permanently and
Mrs. Madeler.e Hilton has been of his own popularity, as a less missing only one picnic owning to
it as the "most vicious piece of legis
totally disabled, thus entitling them guest of relatives in Mas;lachusetts scrupulous person might cover the death in the family, up to our Feb
lation ever passed by Congress.'
to disability compensation In »ne
The Wesley Society will serve matter up with the result that the ruary departure for Florida, follow
"The whole social security scheme
sum of WOO per month
a
public baked bean supper Wed- state cf affairs might be prolonged ing my husband's hospitalization.
should be scrapped at once, ’ the
Thousands of unemployed and np#<lay at
church_
indefinitely, he pointed out
I’ve also been highly favored In se
doctor told his audience.
................
simper veterans
read a jon
g bstgnnchenba-'h
t of the
As for the success of the Town unemployable
disabled
have
entertained the Socuring
such a marvelous array of
as tor the success of the Town- previously
unable to establish
Controller's duties, one of which re
send plan. Dr. Townsend told his that they were entitled to a perma ciety Thursday The next meeting quired him to render a monthly re well known names in our speaker’s
lists of hundreds, no meeting, no
will be May 16 with Mrs. Stanley
listeners that the movement was nent and total rating.
port to the Governor and Council
picnic ever lacking discussions and
Vannah.
gaining strength every day.
The liberalized procedure authorwho evidently had confidence ln the
Miss Ida Winchenbach of Dam- veracity of his statements until Bar- guest speakers, including all Gov
"Give us one more election and lzed by thls serVice letter should re
ernors. starling with Hon Oakley
we will have men in Washington sujt in the favorable reconsideration ari .c 'a pen
he weekend
wa-prompted to have the well
Curtis. U. 3. and State Senators.
who will carry out the will of the of these claims As a Past Depart- her parents Mr. and Mrs. Dewey kndwn fj-m Of Ernst & Ernst inCongressmen, all Maine college
people. ’ he said. Specifically, he ‘ ment commander and at present Winchenbaeh.
vestigate the finances of the State.
presidents, many college professors,
Mrs. Stanley Waltz of Ann Arbor. ;n order to satisfy any rumors that
said, the time wasn't far off when commander of Huntley-Hill Post of
officials, leaders of every type.
the Townsend movement would this city, I am indeed pleased to Mich., has been guests of Mrs Fan- -night be abroad. As the officers and
Club dues being 25 cents, and en
employes of the financial departhave a majority in both houses of
----- nie Waltz.
tertainments to raise funds being
Congress.
| what they want and so inform their
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach ment of the State are all subject to
taboo, it’s a grand proof of Maine
called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. the Controller’s orders and are hired
Doctor Townsend blamed political chosen representatives.
public spirit that so many speakers,;
and fired at his command, they
parties for lack of proper social
“Those representatives are our William Gross at Gross Neck.
local. State, distant, have for 20
Mrs. Stanley Vannah was a should not he blamed for merely, .
progress in this country.
servants, not our masters ' he ob,
.
.
,
.
,
years
gladly accepted my invitations
Rockland visitor Thursday.
carrying cut orders in good faith, he i' __
.
___________ .___ ,
"As long as political parties k»ep ! served,
to come, at their own expense, feelFrank Hunt has employmen in pointed out.
people fighting we will get nowhere"! The doctor pointed out that the
I ing adequately rewarded by the reRunnells, a certified public a
he said. "Forget the differences of le»'ons of Europe should teach us Massachusetts.
of the intelligent
i sponsiveness
politics and unite to solve our prob- that we cannot adopt an apathe:.c
audience
lems."
attitude toward our democratic
We are very proud of our club’s
He said the best way to do it was principles in this nation,
20 year record, no indebtedness, but
by reverting to the original form! ‘To do so would be fatal." he
| instead with a nest egg of nearly
of assembly—the town meeting. Hc added. "We have the best nation in
; $10(X) carefully set aside for the
suggested neighborhood groups m the world and we should keep it
! future benefit of Knox County
which the people can determine that way. he concluded.
feminine*; proud of our list Of 21
I club poets: of iur 26 life members,
Republican Candidates
and cur unblemi-hed history of hard
work to arouse kten interest in pub
STATE OF MAINE
lic affairs, current events, civics,
Maine and U. S. history, human
problems, psychology.
Starting in May. 1920, with only [
For the Second Congressional District
charter members, our growth to 1035
RFlPUBLiCAN CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Special Pri
at our peak testifies to the unique I
mary Election to be held May 13, 1940, in the Second Congressional
service we rendered, furnishing for ;
District.
only 25 cents annual dues, an elab- I
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of
orate lecture course, discussions,
<andidates or a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
• •
FINE.
forums, good times. From the first
FREDERICK ROBIE. Secretary of State.
we insisted on our right to discuss
freely from every known angle par- |
Widespread popularity for ELECTRIC cookery hat put
SPECIMEN BALLOT
tlsan politics, to be frankly just as
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE
electric ranges right at the top with the result that Better
partisan as we liked, not to bar only
NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW
"politics.” to welcome it. to major
and Greater Values are offered than aver before.
DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE
in it.
MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE.
ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR
Result: Twice we've been threat
FASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK CROSS (XI
TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
ened with ejectment from our meet
Just imagine! Here is a range that will fulfill the desire
Frank. June and Leon Weaver have their own way with Thurston ing places on this account. But we
of most any homemaker.. . it's good-looking, all white
Vote for ONE Hall in a scene from the new Republic hit, "In Old Missouri." Children's
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
stood cur ground, maintained our i
Matinee 1 P. M., 10c.—adv.
enamel with black trim ... and above all, very efficient.
full right to discuss dlspiritous and !
FREDERICK P BONNEY. Augusta.
□
contentious topics and have done so. I
Yet this range costs NO more than ordinary cook stoves.
As in May, 1920. we women had
MARGARET CHASE SMITH. Skowhegan,
□
Drop in our local store and see it todayl
not been granted suffrage when we
organized, we felt special heed to
□
“IT ALL CAME TRUE’
learn citizenship and that has been
and is our main study.
One distinctive feature has been
Democratic Candidates
to open wide our club doors to
Lowest Price Ever Offered • Extra Size Oven
STATE OF MAINE
every feminine, and refuse to be
White Enamel—Black Trim • Fully Insulated
exclusive. As I now tonight retire
from the presidency it is a joy to
Temperature Control • Three Surface Units
recall no applicant has ever been
For the Second Congressional District
refused.
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Special Pri
Three bronze tablets have been
mary FJection to be held Mav 13. 1940, in the Second Congressional
placed in our city and dedicated by
District.
public ceremonials. First, at the
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of
birthplace on |Broadway of Edna
candidates or a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
INSTALLED IN YOU* HOMC
St. Vincent Millay, regarded as the
FINE.
FREDERICK ROBIE. Secretary of State.
world’s greatest living woman poet;
In the average home having electric refrigeration ELEC
second, birthplace of the famous
TRIC COOKING comes on the 2c rate and its cost is
SPECIMEN BALLOT
sister actresses, Maxine Elliott,
$2.21 Monthly
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO TIIE RIGHT OF THE
lately deceased, and of Gertrude
approximately $2 for a family of four.
NAME OF THF. PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW
Elliott, Lady Forbes Robertson, on
Or C«ik |HA0
DIRECTIONS AS TO TIIE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE
Hall street; and third, to commemo
MtRKFD FOR EACH OFFICE.
ADD NAMES BV WRITING OR
rate the outstanding achievement of
F.AS'ITNG STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK CROSS (X)
the famous clipper ship the Red
TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
Jacket in 1854, which still holds the
Vote for ONE
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
world’s speed record for a sailing
craft. These three bronze markers
□
WISptOMRAH
MRAMY
gifts of our club, are tributes to its
appreciation and vision.
□
Cook Electrically with an Oven (or as Little as £29.95
With its creditable record, its
Congratulations. Ann Sheridan! Thank you. Author Bromfield! For
solid
financial
backing,
with
its
firm
□ swell teamwork on the picture "It All Came True.” Hear Ann sing the purpose never to lower its standards
popular "Gaueho Serenade.”—adv.
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Year’s Final Meeting Marked By Notable
Addresses—One Change Among Officers
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AT THE PARK THURSDAY

SPECIAL PRIMARY ELECTION

More Evidence that Good Looks
and Lower Costs go together
. with Electric Cookery!

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

• FEATURES.

SPECIAL PRIMARY ELECTION

2

e ELECTRICITY
FOR COOK!Mi!

$2*s°
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